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The three branches of American government—judicial, legislative, and

executive—serve important governmental roles, and present their own interest-

ing political questions. We answer three here. First, what are the differences

between judges and politicians, and how does this inform the formers’ selec-

tion? Second, how do senators behave to satisfy their political preferences and

the electorate’s? Third, what is the optimal strategy for a candidate in the

Electoral College?

American states select judges in various ways. In Chapter 1, we ana-

lyze “merit selection.” Typically, a nonpartisan commission culls applicants for

judgeships, and an appointee is selected by the governor. Then, periodically,

this judge undergoes a retention election: an up-or-down vote by the state’s

electorate. We contribute a microeconomic model to analyze these elections.

We compare this institution, in welfare terms, to others used to appoint and

retain judges. Finally, we analyze a recent and ongoing phenomenon: these
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elections are transforming from historically rubber stamp formalities into con-

tested, politicized contests. The politicization of issues brought before courts

increases the likelihood of judges being ousted.

In Chapter 2, we explore the behavior of legislators in the U.S. Senate,

and of the voters who elect them. We examine shifts in incumbent senators’

espoused political positions over time, as the reelection campaign approaches.

We introduce novel game theoretic models of incumbent-challenger interaction.

We find, through empirical analysis of senators’ roll call votes, that senators

moderate their positions over time, as potential reelection approaches. More-

over, this moderation accelerates. This is explained by the behavior of voters:

the moderation is mirrored by the attention paid by voters. Also, the iden-

tity of an incumbent’s challenger plays an important role in the amount of

moderation exhibited by the incumbent.

In Chapter 3, we consider a highly adaptable game theoretic model of

competition in the Electoral College. It takes the form of a repeated game.

Candidates make allocation decisions to persuade voters. Candidates get util-

ity from winning office, and disutility from expending resources. We charac-

terize optimal campaign strategy, and present comparative statics. We show,

inter alia, that a candidate with an inherent advantage may prefer a longer

campaign.
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Chapter 1

The Economics and Politics of Judicial

Retention Elections

1.1 Introduction

In November 1940, the Missouri Plan1 was adopted by the voters of that

state. It implemented a so-called “merit plan” for selecting judges. Its ideas

spread around the country, and currently nineteen states employ some system

akin to the one described in the Missouri Plan.2 The basics of the merit

system are simple. Upon a vacancy on a court, a nonpartisan commission

accepts applications from lawyers seeking to be judges. It narrows this list

of applicants, and sends a shortlist to the governor, who selects her preferred

appointee, who becomes the new judge. Every so often after this, typically

every six or eight years, this judge must undergo a retention election. This

means the judge is on the ballot alone, i.e. without a challenger, and voters

vote yes or no on whether the judge should be retained. If enough (typically

a simple majority) voters vote yes, then the judge is retained. Otherwise, she

is ousted, and there is then a vacancy on the court which must be filled.

1Originally, the Missouri Nonpartisan Court Plan. For a more in-depth history of the
plan see, for instance, Fitzpatrick (2009) and Dodd et al. (2000).

2For more detail about the states employing the plan, see Appendix A.1.
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While it is the case that many states (13 nonpartisan, 9 partisan) have

directly elected judges, one often imagines a judge as a nonpartisan, “unbiased”

public figure. There is potentially something distasteful in a judge “running

for office.” So, if not elections, then what? In fact, the debate over judges,

their role, and the preferred method of their appointment stretches back to the

framers and continues today. In the Federalist Papers, Alexander Hamilton

argues strongly against judges being beholden to any group, including the

general electorate:

Periodical appointments, however regulated, or by whomsoever

made, would, in some way or other, be fatal to their necessary

independence. If the power of making them was committed. . . to

the people, or to persons chosen by them for the special purpose,

there would be too great a disposition to consult popularity, to

justify a reliance that nothing would be consulted but the Consti-

tution and the laws.

Hamilton supported lifetime appointments, to avoid the pitfalls he describes,

and indeed this practice is outlined in the U.S. Constitution and continues

today with federal judges and justices. The states, of course, remain mixed

in their appointment methods, and the Missouri Plan and modern day merit

plans seem to occupy a sort of middle ground between elections and lifetime

appointments. Lay experts and the chief executive are involved in the search

for a skilled (and politically amenable) judge, yet that judge is also subject to

occasional review by the general electorate. Despite the voluminous discussion
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on this topic in law and political science literature, as well as in the political

sphere, we have found no formal microeconomic analysis of retention elections

themselves. Presenting such an analysis is the plan for this chapter.

To begin any analysis of retention elections,3 a critical question natu-

rally arises and must be answered: what are the differences between a judge

who must undergo retention, and a legislative representative (a politician) who

must undergo reelection? (This question is important for two reasons. First,

it forms the basis for the historical and ongoing debate described above. And

second, it will inform our modeling departures from the classical election, posi-

tioning, Hotelling-type models.) A few differences immediately come to mind.

The former issues case law, and the latter enacts statute law, and there are

real differences between the two.4 Representatives are typically more exposed

to the public, be it through the media or campaigns, in contrast with judges.

Another difference may be term lengths. Judges serving in a merit system

typically have six or eight years between their retention elections, whereas

state representatives typically have only two or four between reelections. Yet

another difference is the nature of the elections themselves. To wit, if an

incumbent representative is voted out, her replacement is well-known, specif-

ically it is the challenger who received more votes. If a judge is not retained,

her replacement is uncertain. It is the judge, ipso facto, that was voted out;

3Throughout the chapter, we will use the phrases “merit plan,” “merit system,” and
“retention election system” interchangeably. While retention elections are really a subpart
of the merit plan, you very rarely find one without the other.

4See Posner (2010), viz. Ch. 20.
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there is no challenger that was voted in. The electorate may, however, have

some information about the future replacement, given information about the

governor, the nominating commission, and so on. We explore that possibility

later, when we introduce our formal model.

One last difference, and the most salient one for the purposes of this

chapter, is the “political” or partisan nature of the issues being dealt with

in courts and in statehouses. We argue that, for the vast majority of issues

raised in state courts, a member of the voting public would not take a political

stance one way or the other. Furthermore, they may not be able to. The issues

at bar may be too complex or too technical for anyone other than an expert

to parse. On the other hand, we argue that for most issues raised in a state

legislature, a member of the electorate can readily take a stance, and point to

her preferred outcome. This suggests that there is an additional dimension,

beyond political position, to judges that voters may care about, something we

will call “quality.” Even though a voter may not have a preferred outcome

for a given legal question, she certainly prefers the question be decided in the

best way possible. Thus, she prefers, ceteris paribus, a high-quality judge.

Furthermore, imagine indeed that only a tiny percentage of issues decided by

the state court in a given term were partisan in the sense just described. Then,

it is completely plausible to imagine that a Democratic voter may prefer a high-

quality Republican judge to a low-quality Democratic judge. Essentially we

have introduced a vertical dimension that will matter to a voter in a retention

election. We will formalize this notion when we introduce our model.

4



The questions we are now concerned with are—How will a voter be-

have in the voting booth during a retention election? What will the outcome

of the election look like? Under what circumstances, if any, are judicial re-

tention elections socially optimal? First, compared to what? Other common

systems include lifetime appointments (such as for Supreme Court justices or

most federal judges) and direct election. A primary goal of this chapter is to

characterize the situations in which the merit plan is optimal, and those when

it is not.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Subsection 1.1.1 we

continue our introduction by providing a brief overview of the current state

of judicial retention, as well as identifying some striking recent trends. In

Subsection 1.1.2 we provide a more thorough review of the related literature.

In section 1.2 we introduce and explore our microeconomic model of judicial

retention. In Section 1.3 we compare the merit system to two others com-

monly used to select judges (traditional elections and direct appointments).

In Section 1.4 we explore the welfare implications of these three systems, and

characterize when each is socially optimal. In Section 1.5 we explore in more

detail some of the empirical aspects of the current state of state judiciaries. In

Section 1.6 we discuss our results, and conclude. Appendix A.1 provides fur-

ther detail about the American states currently employing retention elections.

Finally, we relegate certain mathematical results to Appendix A.2.
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1.1.1 The status quo

Nineteen states currently use some form of the merit system for judge

selection and retention.5 Historically, the retention elections in these states

have seemed little more than formalities. Ware (2009) notes that incumbent

judges were retained 98.9% of the time and, omitting Illinois, which is home

to a disproportionate number of the ousters due to its requiring 60% of the

vote to retain rather than a simple majority, this number becomes 99.5%.

This, however, seems to be changing.6 In April 2009, the Iowa Supreme

Court ruled unanimously to legalize same-sex marriage in that state.7 In

November 2010, each of the three judges who ruled on that case and were

up for retention were voted out, each receiving about 45% support, below the

required majority. This was the first time since 1962, when Iowa adopted

the merit system, that a justice had not been retained. Preceding this was

a flood of money into and an abundance of attention on the race, much of it

from outside of the state. Terming it a race may not be a fair characterization,

either, as the three judges pledged not to campaign at all on their own behalves,

believing it not to be appropriate in their roles as (ostensibly) unbiased public

officials. Turnout in the election was also unprecedented. The turnout in

5These states are Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Kansas, Maryland, Missouri, Nebraska, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South
Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, and Wyoming.

6For an in-depth discussion of trends in these elections up to 1998, see Aspin (1999).
The phenomena we observe seem even more recent than that, however. For similar figures
from after 1998, see §1.5.

7They did so via their decision in the case Varnum v. Brien, 763 N.W.2d 862 (Iowa
2009).
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previous midterm Supreme Court retention elections in Iowa was about 620,000

in 2002, and 654,000 in 2006. In 2010, it was about 1,130,000.

This is not an isolated case. According to figures from NYU Law,

nationwide, $2 million was spent on retention election advertising over the

decade from 2000 to 2009. In 2010 alone, $3 million was spent. In 2010,

judges in Alaska, Colorado, Illinois, Iowa, and Kansas faced tougher-than-

normal retention battles (although only in Iowa were they actually ousted).

There are ongoing, organized campaigns to oust judges in future retention

elections in Florida, Colorado, again in Iowa, and elsewhere, whose focuses are

issues of abortion, public school funding, opting out of the Patient Protection

and Affordable Care Act, same-sex marriage, and others. In Florida, another

state where no sitting Supreme Court justice has ever lost a retention election,

the Republican Party has officially opposed the retention of three justices,

putting them at heightened risk of being ousted. In this case, the justices

have mounted a defense, themselves raising over $1 million and campaigning

on their own behalves.

We delay a more thorough discussion of why these races are garnering

more attention, and becoming more hotly contested, until later (§§1.2.1 and

1.5), so that we can couch it in the terms of our theoretical model. Never-

theless, we posit for now that a driving force may be the “politicization” of

the courts. We have just discussed the existence of a horizontal (political)

and a vertical (quality) dimension to judges. If the issues at bar are becoming

more and more often political—political in the sense that voters care about

7



the specific outcome of a ruling—we will show that voters may be more in-

clined to oust certain judges, even if the merit system is successfully producing

meritorious judges.

1.1.1.1 The November 2012 Election

The most recent election in the U.S. saw evidence of this trend—the

heightened contestation of retention elections—continuing, and accelerating.

Here are two examples. Iowa’s David Wiggins narrowly avoided becoming the

fourth consecutive justice ousted there, receiving 54.6% “yes” votes, well below

the historical average. Voter turnout in this retention election also stayed high,

at over 1,200,000. About $470,000 was spent on the campaign to oust Wiggins,

whereas about $350,000 was spent to promote his retention. Elsewhere, the

aforementioned justices in Florida fended off the campaign to oust them, and

each received about 68% yeses, roughly average for the state historically. In

addition to being opposed by the state’s Republican Party, one group alone,

Americans for Prosperity, spent $150,000 to oppose their retention. They were,

however, bolstered by an unprecedented $4 million campaign on their behalf,

funded largely by Florida trial lawyers. This is double the total amount spent

nationwide over the ten years from 2000 to 2009. As it happens, there had

never been a contentious retention election in Florida before.

In summary, while no state high court justices were ousted in this

election, it is now clear that the days of these races being rubber stamps are

over. NYU Law’s Brennan Center for Justice reports that the judicial elections

8



this cycle were characterized by record spending and competition, from both

anti- and pro-retention groups. They summarize the election this way:8

Americans overwhelmingly rejected big-money attempts to hijack

their courts on Election Day. The 2012 campaign saw record spend-

ing in state supreme court races, with super PACs and other out-

side groups. . . spending millions on TV ads and mailers seeking to

influence judicial races. At the same time, voters rebuffed a series

of costly campaigns seeking to make courts accountable to parti-

sans and special interests, ignoring calls to unseat judges over their

decisions, and rejecting referenda in three states designed to give

politicians more power over the courts.

1.1.2 Related literature

While this topic, in broad terms, is by no means one that has escaped

examination, we have found no satisfactory economic model through which to

study judicial retention elections. We aim to contribute such a model.

In the economics literature, Maskin and Tirole (2004) (“The Politician

and the Judge”) provide a model to examine “accountability in government,”

and describe under what circumstances an electorate would want a periodically

reelected representative or an indefinitely serving judge as an official. While

they come close to answering some of the questions in which we are interested,

a judge in their model, however, is just that: indefinitely serving. Their model

8http://www.brennancenter.org/content/resources/press
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lacks the ability to distinguish between a reelected representative and a judge

who must undergo retention, which we believe is key to the analysis.

A kindred paper, also in the economics literature, to Maskin and Ti-

role (2004) is Hanssen (2004). It explores the tradeoff between durable judicial

policy (the result of an independent judiciary) and the loss of political control,

by the other branches, over the judiciary (also, the result of an independent

judiciary). It concludes that “independence-enhacing institutions” are typ-

ically found when competition between parties is close, and large political

differences between those parties exist. They are not typically found when

there is a strong incumbent in power. Hanssen here is concerned mainly with

the choices and preferences of policy makers—incumbent politicians. We, on

the other hand, are concerned mainly with the choices and preferences of the

electorate.

The bulk of the scholarship on merit selection has, unsurprisingly, come

from the legal field. There is a large legal literature on the relative merits of

electing and appointing judges and, naturally, of elected and appointed judges.

In fact, Hanssen (1999) quotes Philip L. DuBois who writes, “It is fairly certain

that no single subject has consumed so many pages in law reviews over the

past 50 years as the subject of judicial selection.”

Choi et al. (2010) take an empirical approach, essentially trying to

answer the question, which are better, elected or appointed judges? Using

two measures, effort and skill, they conclude that appointed judges are more

skillful (write higher quality opinions) whereas elected judges put forth more

10



effort (write more opinions). Furthermore, they find that the latter effect

dominates. Conflict resolution being the role of a judge, the greater number

of opinions written by elected judges swamps the smaller difference in quality.

They have a third measure, independence, but (somewhat surprisingly) do not

find a difference between the two types of judges along that dimension.

Larry Aspin and William Hall have written extensively on retention

elections, and provide thorough background for this research, although they

are thus far silent on the more recent trends in which we are interested. We

provide a brief survey of their work here. Aspin and Hall (1987) examine the

link between “political trust” and retention elections, and they find a positive

relationship between a general measure of political trust and retaining judges.

Hall and Aspin (1986) again find a link between trust and retention, and also

note that voters tend not to distinguish much between individual judges. This

is mainly a result of the lack of traditional cues in retention elections, e.g. party

labels. Lastly, Hall and Aspin (1991) explore the differences between retention

elections for appellate court judges and trial court judges. They find that

voters tend to distinguish more between trial court judges, whereas appellate

court judges on the same ballot tend to be treated very much the same.

There is also a good deal of legal literature discussion on whether or not

judges respond strategically to political pressure, or whether this strategic po-

litical action (tailoring legal decisions, campaigning) even makes a difference.

There are many arguments made on both sides of both issues. Shepherd (2009)

finds that judges do indeed respond to the political pressure of elections, and

11



alter their voting behavior in an attempt to be reelected or retained. She finds,

as one might expect, that this effect is highest for judges reelected via parti-

san elections. It is “substantially weaker” for judges facing retention elections.

These findings are key for us, and will help inform certain of our modeling

choices. Specifically, it will be important to our analysis whether or not we

model judges as “strategic.” On the other hand, Alfini and Brooks (1988) dis-

cuss, eponymously, ethical constraints on judicial election campaigns. Specifi-

cally, they explore the implications of the American Bar Association’s code of

ethics to which lawyers and judges are bound. They conclude that it does in-

deed curtail many of the strategic behaviors in which judges may be tempted to

engage, although it does introduce other, unintended, problems. For instance,

given the extremity of the restrictions, voters may not even be able to learn ad-

equately about judges. (This paper also quotes Harold Laski who writes, “For

the election of judges by popular vote there is nothing to be said.” We hope

that is not strictly true.) Also, Aspin (1998) asks whether campaigns in reten-

tion elections make a difference. His answer is no. Hall and Bonneau (2008)

ask what the effect of money on state supreme court campaigns is. They find

that money in general has a positive effect, strengthening the “critical linkage

between citizens and courts.” Phillips (2009) provides an extensive legal and

policy-oriented analysis of the pros and cons of merit selection. Among many

other things, he observes that “retention campaigns. . . have the advantage of

being neither as nasty nor as expensive as contested campaigns.” He also men-

tions safeguards many states have in place to keep retention elections “truly

12



non-partisan.” Lastly, Savchak and Barghothi (2007) study, under the merit

system specifically, judicial responsiveness to the agents who both put them

in office and who are charged with retaining them or not. They argue that

“judges are very strategic in making a subtle but discernible shift from being

influenced by the governor who appointed them to being influenced by voters

charged with retaining them.” This sharp conclusion is almost impossible to

take seriously, for reasons we discuss further in §1.2.2.

1.2 The model

We put forth a model which captures all the vital workings of the merit

plan: the pool of potential judges, the nominating commission, the governor,

the judge herself, and finally the voters.

Let a judge, or a potential judge, be described by the exogenous pair

(p, q). These are interpretable as a preferred political position, p ∈ [0,1], and a

level of quality, q ∈ [0,1]. Suppose applicants for an open judgeship are drawn

from a population such that p ∼ U[0,1] and q ∼ U[0,1], independently, and

further that the commission receives N applications.

Let us assume for the time being that the only role of the nominating

commission is to cull the applicant pool to those potential judges with the

highest quality. Specifically, it sends the applicants with the n highest levels

of quality onto the governor. The governor, on the other hand, is a political

agent. He chooses the applicant closest to his political position, and that

applicant becomes the judge. We can now calculate the expected quality and
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expected political position of a new judge. The expected value of the kth order

statistic from an i.i.d. sample of size N from U[0,1] is k/(N +1). So, expected

quality of a new judge, for instance, is

q̄ =
1

n
⋅
n−1
∑
k=0

N − k

N + 1
(1.1)

The expected political position of a new judge is certainly a function of the

political position of the governor. For now, for simplicity, assume the governor

is at either extreme end of the political spectrum, and selects the judge from

the commission’s shortlist with the political position closest to his own. And,

without further loss of generality, suppose the governor chooses the application

with the political position closest to zero, of those sent to him (i.e. the governor

is a “leftist”). So, expected political position of a new judge is given by

p̄ =
1

n + 1
(1.2)

Let π be the proportion of issues raised that are partisan.9 Again, these

are the issues about which voters have a preference over the specific ruling,

and do not care about the quality of the judge making the ruling.

We assume throughout that judge quality q is common knowledge. An

astute reader may well ask, can a voter indeed accurately determine the quality

of a judge? We argue in the affirmative. It is less likely that this is a result of a

9We could also interpret this parameter in a slightly different way. That is, perhaps it’s
not the proportion of issues which are partisan but rather how intensely the electorate cares
about the partisan issues being raised. Either way, we intend this to be a measure of the
politcal-ness of the courts.
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voter poring over decisions than of having judge quality determined, digested,

and reported by other experts.10 We do not assume that the judge’s preferred

political position p is known to anyone but the judge (and the governor).

Rather, voters make an inference about the political leanings of a judge based

on the observed rulings on partisan issues.

Let there be two basic periods (points 1–3, and 4–5, below). The timing

is as follows:

1. There is a sitting judge, appointed under the merit plan, who makes

rulings.

2. Voters observe all rulings, and form beliefs about the judge’s political

position.

3. The retention election takes place.

4. If the judge is retained, she continues to serve. If not, the nominat-

ing commission and the governor appoint a new judge, in the manner

described above.

5. The (possibly new) judge makes rulings.

A voter i is an expected-utility maximizer, described uniquely by a

preferred political position ri ∈ [0,1]. Assume there is a mass of voters dis-

10The Iowa State Bar Association, for instance, makes public its Judicial Plebiscite results
before each retention election. See, for example, its results for the 2010 elections: http:

//www.iowabar.org/displaycommon.cfm?an=1&subarticlenbr=375.
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tributed uniformly as such on the interval [0,1]. A voter has preferences over

the decisions a judge makes. She prefers high quality decisions on nonpartisan

issues and politically congenial decisions on partisan issues. Specifically, voter

i’s per-period utility is given by

Ui(p, q) = −π(ri − p)
2 − (1 − π)(1 − q)2 (1.3)

1.2.1 Nonstrategic judges

Here we analyze the model under the assumption that judges do not act

strategically. That is, that they are doctrinaires in the sense that they do not

consider the possibility that they may be ousted, and simply rule according to

their quality and preferred political position.11 Since judges are not behaving

strategically, we adopt the usual assumption that voters know this, and will

thus be able to identify perfectly the judges’ true political positions.

So, when is a judge ousted? Clearly, a voter will vote to oust a judge if

11As discussed briefly earlier, this may not be an unreasonable assumption at all. From
The New York Times, Sept. 23, 2012, in re David Wiggins, an Iowa Supreme Court justice
up for retention in Nov. 2012:

Mr. Wiggins has chosen not to raise money or run an active campaign. Po-

litically, that may be unwise, but it is a principled stance. ‘Campaigns are

political,’ Mr. Wiggins explained in an opinion piece in The Des Moines Reg-

ister this month. ‘They require candidates to count votes and appeal to donors.

That system has created a big enough mess in Congress. It has no business in

the courts. Judges should be beholden only to the constitution and the law.’
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and only if the expected utility of a new judge exceeds the utility of the current

judge. Further, note that if the median voter (i.e. the voter for whom ri =
1
2)

votes to oust the judge, then the judge will be ousted. It is straightforward to

calculate the expected utility of a new judge to the median voter. It is well-

known that the kth order statistic of n uniformly distributed random variables

is distributed Beta(k,n+ 1−k). (In what follows, B(⋅, ⋅) is the beta function.)

Expected utility is given by the following expression, where fp and fq are the

p.d.f.s for position and quality of a new judge:

EU1/2 = ∫
1

0
∫

1

0
U1/2(p, q)fq(q)fp(p)dpdq (1.4)

where

fp(p) =
1

B(1, n)
(1 − p)n−1 (1.5)

and

fq(q) =
1

n

n

∑
j=1

1

B(N − j + 1, j)
qN−j(1 − q)j−1 (1.6)

It is common, in merit-plan states, for the nominating commission to

send three names to the governor for consideration and selection (i.e. n = 3).

Recently, there have been something on the order of thirty applicants for open

judgeships in Iowa, a merit-system state (i.e. N = 30). Let’s continue to

examine the model with this leading example in mind. With n and N fixed,

we are interested in the effect of π—the “politicized” nature of the judicial

atmosphere—on voters’ behavior, and on the outcome of a given retention

election.
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Figure 1.1: Median voter’s decision space

In Figure 1.1, we present the decision space for the median voter for

a few different potential values of π. The curves represent the utility level

curves equal to the expected utility of an unknown new judge. Judges above

the curve give utility higher than expected, while judges below the curve give

utility lower than expected. The pattern is fairly intuitive. If we imagine

π going to zero, the voter cares less and less about the political position of

the judge, and therefore the only criterion for retention becomes a minimum

acceptable level of quality. If we imagine π going to one, the voter cares

more and more only about the political position, and the only criterion for

retention becomes that the judge fall in a certain band bracketing the voter’s

position (i.e. that the judge is moderate enough). In between, clearly, there

is a tradeoff between the two. (For what it’s worth, the “expected” judge is

located at (p̄, q̄) ≈ (1
4 ,

29
31
).)
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Figure 1.2: Joint p.d.f. of q and p for a new judge

Figure 1.2 illustrates the joint probability distribution function of p and

q for a new judge, fp,q. (Of course, since draws of p and q are independent,

fp,q(p, q) = fp(p)fq(q), and in our leading example the joint p.d.f. becomes

fp,q(p, q) = 30(1 − p)2q27(378q2 − 783q + 406).) Qualitatively, we observe that

the merit system, and specifically the commission, are successful at producing

typically high quality judges, and that is of course related to our choice of n

and N . Also, the reason the distribution is skewed toward the left is a result

of our assumption of a leftist governor.

Now we can begin to analyze our hypothesis about the shifting status

quo, in light of our model. Earlier, we noted that something like 99% of

judges, historically, have been retained. We can calculate a similar figure for
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our model, as a function of π (and n andN). Suppose a new, “random” judge is

appointed according to the nomination and selection process described above.

Call the probability that this judge is then ousted P(π,n,N). What, then, is

the probability that that judge will be ousted, i.e. that the median voter will

vote to oust that judge? Let D(π) be the rejection region for a given level

of politicization π, i.e. the region where expected utility of an unknown new

judge exceeds that of a current sitting judge. (To save space here, we relegate

the explicit definition of D to Appendix A.2.) Then,

P(π,n,N) =∬
D(π)

f(p, q)dpdq (1.7)

and, in our leading example,

P(π,3,30) =∬
D(π)

30(1 − p)2q27(378q2 − 783q + 406)dpdq (1.8)

This latter function, P(π,3,30), is complicated, but we can easily calculate it

numerically, and it is graphed in Figure 1.3.

What do we observe? First, the function is initially increasing. As

voters care more and more about the political dimension of judges, the more

likely it is that a judge will be ousted. However, after a relatively sharp

increase over small π, the function is nearly flat, and even decreasing. We

are observing, in contemporary courts, what seems to be a sharp increase in

the likelihood of some given judge being ousted. A conclusion one may draw,

and indeed the argument that we make here, is that prior to the current sea

change in state judicial politics, the electorate cared almost not at all about
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Figure 1.3: Probability of a new judge being ousted: P(π,3,30)

the politics of their state courts. That is to say, π was very close to zero. An

increase in π, then, even a small one, dramatically increases the probability of

ousters. The increase in π that we are currently witnessing is likely due to a

wave of deeply politicized issues being taken up by the courts.

Take, for example, as a simple proxy for cases being heard in state

courts around the country, cases recently heard or soon to be heard by the

U.S. Supreme Court. National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius

largely upheld the constitutionality of The Patient Protection and Affordable

Care Act, and dealt with deep issues of the role of the federal government.

Fisher v. University of Texas will provide the first test of affirmative action

in school admissions since the landmark decision in Grutter v. Bollinger.12

12This case was heard in October 2012. The 2003 Grutter decision itself stated it would
likely be good law for 25 years.
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Massachusetts v. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services deals with

the Defense of Marriage Act and aspects of same-sex marriage.13 Hollingsworth

v. Perry is another case the court is likely to hear, which may establish a

federal right to same-sex marriage, specifically, “Whether the Equal Protection

Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment prohibits the State of California from

defining marriage as the union of a man and a woman.”14 And finally, Shelby

Co. v. Holder may challenge significant aspects of the Voting Rights Act.15

These are all deeply political issues, and we argue that these cases, and ones

like them, have had a hand in increasing the public’s political interest in their

state courts, and therefore the interest in retention elections.

1.2.2 Strategic judges

Now we briefly consider fully-strategic judges, who take into account

not only their preferred political position, but also how their rulings may

affect their retention prospects. We saw in the introduction that there has

been extensive debate over whether or not judges behave in this manner.

We choose not to model judges as strategic for two main reasons. First,

there is much evidence that judges in merit systems do not or would not ac-

tually behave strategically (Shepherd (2009), Alfini and Brooks (1988), Aspin

(1998)). Furthermore, much of the evidence that they do act strategically

is not all that convincing. Take Savchak and Barghothi (2007) for example.

13A petition for a writ of certiorari is pending.
14This case was heard in March 2013.
15This case was heard in February 2013.
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To suggest that judges in the merit system engage in some delicate strategic

dance, first appeasing the governor and then subtly shifting to appeasing the

voters, is not believable. Judges have very little opportunity or reason to ap-

pease the governor. It is the nominating commission, in almost every case,

that is the primary hurdle for a would-be judge. The way to “appease” the

commission is to be a high-quality judge.

Second, we believe it would detract greatly from the tractability of our

model while adding very little of any qualitative interest. We are interested

here primarily in the institution itself, and its effect on voters, not potential

subtleties in judges’ behavior.

But we can point out a few ways this might affect the analysis. Primar-

ily, judges would pander. In the previous subsection we saw that too-extreme

judges will be ousted. Therefore, an extreme judge would behave for the first

period like a more moderate judge. In some sense, this may in fact make

the merit plan even more desirable from the point of view of the voters as a

whole. Extreme judges decrease welfare, and pandering could ameliorate this.

However, in the second period judges would be free to act as extreme as they

preferred, as there is no period after, which may aggravate voters’ disutility.
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1.3 Comparisons to other institutions

1.3.1 Comparison to a “traditional” election system

Many states do not employ the merit/retention system we have thus far

examined.16 Therefore, it will prove worthwhile to construct a simple model

of “traditional” elections, that is elections where two or more candidates for

a judgeship run against one another, so that we are then able to perform

welfare comparisons between the two systems. Our working hypothesis here

is that, while the benefit of the merit system is likely its success in producing

judges with high quality, the benefit of a traditional election system is likely

its success in producing moderate judges—those with a political position near

the median voter.

The first issue we must tackle is determining where candidates for a

judgeship come from, i.e. who they are. Do candidates for an elected judgeship

differ systematically from applicants for a judgeship in a merit system? A

common criticism of judicial elections is that potentially highly skilled judges

may simply not have the time or financial resources (or, even the interest) to

run a political campaign, and that elected judges are systematically of lower

quality. While this is a potentially important point, we will leave it alone for

the time being. Choi et al. (2010), for instance, argue that this conventional

wisdom may actually be wrong, or at least oversimple. So, we will remain

16Thirteen states use nonpartisan elections. Nine states use partisan elections. (The
remaining states without the merit system use a system of gubernatorial judicial appoint-
ments, typical subject to legislative confirmation.)
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agnostic and assume that the pool of potential judges is identical to that in

the merit system.

We will examine these elections in the same framework as above. Let us

suppose simply that a potential judicial candidate’s quality is again drawn from

the same distribution as before, that is that q ∼ U[0,1]. Let us suppose this is

a partisan election,17 and that there are Democratic (leftist) and Republican

(rightist) judges. Now, instead of a voter comparing the sitting judge to an

expected replacement judge, the voter actually observes the identities of the

judicial candidates, and selects between or among them. Let a Democratic

judge’s position be drawn as pD ∼ U [0, 12], and a Republican’s as pR ∼ U [1
2 ,1].

Suppose, without loss of generality, that the sitting judge is a Republican.

Suppose, for purposes of illustration, that at the beginning of time the sitting

judge is the expected Republican judge, i.e. that (p, q) = (3
4 ,

1
2
), and that one

Democratic challenger is drawn at random. A voter’s decision then becomes

whether to vote for the Republican incumbent or the Democratic challenger.

The decision space for the median voter (who, again, is the sole determinant

of whether or not the incumbent or challenger wins) in this case is graphed in

Figure 1.4.

It is worthwhile to note some differences between the previous system

and this one. In this case, the ex ante probability distribution of a (poten-

17As it happens, “nonpartisan” elections (not to be confused with retention elections) are
actually really only nonpartisan in the literal sense that there are no partisan labels listed
on the ballot. In practice, these elections tend to be just as partisan. See Squire and Smith
(1988).
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Figure 1.4: Median voter’s decision space (over Democratic challengers)

tially) new judge is a function of the politicization level π, whereas in the

case of retention elections it was not. This is a result of us modeling, in the

case of retention elections, the nominating commission as caring only about

quality, and the governor as caring only about political position, and those

two are the only determinants of the identities of new judges. The voters,

however, care about both (according to Ui(p, q;π)). The voters in that case

only decide whether there is to be a new judge. The voters here, in the case

of traditional elections, importantly, determine both whether or not the judge

is to be replaced and, further, specifically whom she will be replaced by.

It has been noted, by Ware (2009) and others, that 78% of incumbent

judges in partisan election systems are reelected, compared to the 98.5% who

are retained in merit systems. In other words, in general, more judges are
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Figure 1.5: Probability of an incumbent losing to a randomly selected chal-
lenger: Q(π)

“ousted” in a traditional election system than in a retention election system.

Similar to what we calculated earlier, based on our median voter’s decision

space, we can calculate the probability that an incumbent is voted out, given

a level of politicization π. To distinguish this from our probability of rejection

in the retention election case, call the probability that this incumbent is voted

out Q(π). And let E(π) be the region in which the median voter will vote

for the challenger. (To save space here, we relegate the explicit definition of

E to Appendix A.2.) In our example, since the p.d.f. of the randomly drawn

challenger is simply a bivariate uniform over the support [0, 12] × [0,1],

Q(π) = 2 ⋅∬
E(π)

dpdq (1.9)

This is graphed in Figure 1.5.

Here we observe an interesting difference between traditional elections
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and retention elections. The probability of an incumbent losing is not initially

increasing in π. As π increases from zero, the probability an incumbent is

ousted is instead fairly flat, and decreasing, whereas before it was sharply

increasing.

While we are generally concerned here with just a two-period model,

it is worth noting a fact that may emerge in a longer-lived model. A poten-

tial feature of traditional elections not found with retention elections is the

possibility of stepwise improvement of judges over time. Namely, if a “better”

judge (i.e. one giving higher utility to the median voter) comes along, she will

be voted in. Assuming away term limits or retirement, she will continue to

be voted back in until another better judge replaces her, and so on. This is

not really possible under the merit system. Assuming a constant π over some

stretch of time, if a judge is ever retained, she will always be retained over

that stretch.

1.3.2 Comparison to an appointment system

Certain judges, namely those at the federal level, are appointed for life.

However, let us explore this system as it would operate in our realm of state

courts. Typically, these appointments are made by the chief executive (the

President), and are subject to confirmation by the legislature (the Senate).

Modulo the necessity of confirmation, it seems natural that the governor, in

our case, will select the judge he most prefers. Recalling that the governor is a

strict (leftist) partisan in our model, this will be the leftmost judge. Like the
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governor, we suppose the legislative body is also only politically motivated.

More specifically, we posit that the legislative body will reject too-extreme

nominees, essentially limiting the governor’s selection to a judge within a cer-

tain band of political positions around, say, the median voter. In an actual

legislature, this would likely be the result of a compromise of sorts between

conflicting leftist and rightist factions.

Once confirmed, judges appointed in this fashion will serve forever

(both periods, in our model). We put forth a very simple model of appoint-

ments here. Suppose the legislature has the political ability to restrict judges

to p ∈ [1
2 −m,

1
2 +m] (where m ∈ [0, 12]). The smaller m, the more moderate the

judges that the governor is forced to nominate. Further, suppose the governor

identifies a potential judge with the most similar political position to his own

who will also get confirmed. So, in essence, a new judge in this system will

have p = 1
2 −m and q ∼ U[0,1].

Since this type of judge is appointed “for life,” there is no median

voter decision space or rejection probability to consider here. We will continue

discussing this system, specifically its welfare implications, in the next section.

1.4 Welfare analysis

In this section we continue the analysis of our model, the comparison

between institutions, and specifically we explore the welfare implications for

the electorate in our leading examples of the merit system, traditional parti-

san elections, and appointments. We form the (purely utilitarian) social wel-
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fare function by summing the individual voters’ expected utilities with equal

weight. Recall that the mass of voters is distributed uniformly on [0,1].

For merit system/retention election states, voter welfare in the first

period is given by

WR
1 (π) = ∫

1

0
∫

1

0
∫

1

0
Ui(p, q;π)fp,q(p, q)dpdq di (1.10)

which gives the following, linear and decreasing in π,

WR
1 (π) = −

5

744
−

219π

1240
(1.11)

For partisan election states, voter welfare in the first period is given by

WP
1 (π) = ∫

1

0
Ui (

3

4
,
1

2
;π) di (1.12)

which gives the following, linear and increasing in π,

WP
1 (π) = −

1

4
+

5π

48
(1.13)

You can see these represented graphically in Figure 1.6.

Welfare in the second period is clearly a function of the behavior of the

median voter in the first period. Specifically, it is a function of whether or not

she votes to oust the merit-plan judge or to, analogously, vote in the partisan

challenger. For retention elections, second period welfare is given by

WR
2 (π) =

⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

∭[0,1]2∖D(π)Ui ⋅ fp,q with prob. 1 − P(π)
WR

1 (π) with prob. P(π)
(1.14)
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where the first case is if the judge is retained, and the second case is if the

judge is ousted. Similarly, for partisan elections, second period welfare is given

by

WP
2 (π) =

⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

WP
1 (π) with prob. 1 −Q(π)

∭E(π)Ui with prob. Q(π)
(1.15)

where the first case is if the incumbent is voted back in, and the second case

is if the challenger is voted in. This period’s welfare is graphed in Figure 1.7.

Define WR(π) =WR
1 (π)+WR

2 (π) and WP (π) =WP
1 (π)+WP

2 (π). These

total welfare functions are graphed in Figure 1.8. Welfare under the merit plan

is decreasing in the level of politicization. Simply put, the merit plan is suc-

cessful in producing judges of high quality. If that is the voters’ main concern

(i.e. if π is low), then welfare will be high. It is less successful, however,

in producing politically moderate judges. The politically motivated governor

largely determines the judge’s political position. If that is the voters’ main
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concern (i.e. if π is high) then welfare will be low. Welfare under partisan

elections is increasing in the level of politicization. This system is generally

more successful in producing political moderate judges, as it is the median

voter who is largely responsible for the replacement judge, rather than the

governor. Also, we can now characterize when the merit plan and retention

elections are optimal, as compared to partisan elections. Our working hypoth-

esis is confirmed. Retention elections are socially preferred if politicization is

low; partisan elections are socially preferred if politicization is high.

We will now add the appointment system to this analysis. Welfare for

appointments, for both periods together, which we express as a function of
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Figure 1.8: Total welfare: WR(π) and WP (π)

both π and the legislative moderateness measure m,18 is given by

WA(π,m) = 2 ⋅ ∫
1

0
∫

1

0
Ui (

1

2
−m,q;π) dq di (1.16)

and this integral, which we can solve explicitly, equals the following, linear in

π:

WA(π,m) = −
2

3
+ (

1

2
− 2m2) ⋅ π (1.17)

Given the moderating effect of the legislature on the position of the new judge,

relative to the partisan governor acting on his own, it is not surprising that

WA is increasing in π. The more the electorate cares about politics, the more

they “appreciate,” on the whole, a moderate judge. Similarly, if the electorate

18Perhaps more descriptively this is a measure of the “laxness” of the legislature. At the
extremes: if m = 0, the legislature is able to constrain the new judge to exactly one political
position, that of the median voter, and if m =

1
2
, the legislature does not constrain the

position of the new judge at all.
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cares only about judge quality, then the appointment system as outlined here

has few redeeming qualities. (Much of this springs from our modeling of the

governor and legislature as hardline partisans and as exclusively interested

in the political dimension of a judge. Of course, the full story is somewhat

more complicated, the governor and the legislature likely do care about judge

quality in at least some sense, and this fact may allay these effects a bit.) So

then, how does the welfare here compare to the two systems we saw above?

In Figure 1.9, we recreate the welfare illustration of Figure 1.8, but we add

appointments’ welfare (as dashed lines) for a few potential values of m, i.e. for

various types of legislature.
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Table 1.1: Choice of judicial selection
system

Low π High π
High m Retention Partisan
Low m Retention Appointment

We can now make some key insights about the relative merits of our

three systems. For large m, i.e. for lax legislatures, the appointment sys-

tem is dominated. Its benefit—always producing judges of a certain level of

moderation—is outweighed by the benefits of the two election systems. How-

ever, for small m, i.e. for strictly moderating legislatures, it may in fact be

optimal. Naturally, it is only optimal when π is large, i.e. when moderation

is something the electorate as a whole desires. Further, for small m, partisan

elections are in fact dominated. Retention elections are dominant when π is

small. In Table 1.1 we sketch the best choice of judicial selection method as a

function of π and m.

We also observe in Figures 1.8 and 1.9 that no where does the optimal

system yield higher welfare than when π is low. There is an attractive intuitive

explanation for this. When no one cares about politics, it is easy to please

everyone. Everyone likes high quality judges. When things become politicized,

it is not possible to please everyone. While a moderate judge is unquestionably

best for welfare as defined here, some voters, those toward the extremes, will

still experience disutility. It is no longer possible to please everyone in a

politicized environment.
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1.5 Empirical phenomena

Previously, we discussed some recent trends in retention election cam-

paigns. We now reiterate these trends in light of our microeconomic model.

Earlier we noted that, historically, retention elections have been little more

than rubber stamps, and that judges were very rarely ousted. Under what

conditions does our model predict this? Essentially, if the level of politiciza-

tion, π, is small, then the probability of ousters is small. Put another way, the

less the electorate cares about the court’s politics, the more of a rubber stamp

retention elections are.

In Figure 1.10 we see the average vote percentage to retain supreme

court and court of appeals judges in states we mentioned in the Introduction,

over the past ten years. This data was collected from states’ Secretary of State

websites. As described briefly earlier, we can observe a marked downward

trend in the percentage of the vote to retain over the past few elections and

specifically in the midterm election of 2010.

Earlier, we hypothesized, due to recent trends from Iowa and elsewhere,

that the pattern of rubber stamping maybe be changing, and that judges may

be at “increased risk,” and indeed it seems as though we are observing that.

When does our model predict this would be the case? When π increases. The

more the electorate cares about the court’s politics, the more contested these

elections will become.

An informative exercise would be to examine a similar set of data for
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Figure 1.10: Average vote percentage to retain in state supreme courts or
courts of appeals, 2000–2010

states with traditional elections. We suppose that the increase in π is not a

state-specific phenomenon, and that in fact it is likely a nationwide one. If

our model predicts a sharp increase in votes to oust merit-plan judges when

π increases from a very small number, it predicts that the votes to oust in-

cumbents in traditional elections would show very little movement, or slightly

decrease. We plot the percentage of vote received by incumbent judges in a

few randomly chosen traditional-election states in Figure 1.11. While there

does not appear to be a clear pattern of any kind, we certainly do not observe

the sharp decrease in support for incumbents that we observed in Figure 1.10.
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1.6 Discussion

In this chapter we have accomplished four main things. First, we have

explored an economic model of judicial elections. We have also identified a

striking recent phenomenon where judges serving in retention election systems

are being put at a dramatically higher risk of being ousted. Analyzing our

model, we have found strong evidence to support our hypothesis that an in-

crease in politicization of the courts (an increase in π) is the driving cause.

And finally, we have compared the retention election system to traditional

partisan elections and direct appointments, and have characterized when each

is socially optimal compared to the others.

This characterization takes the following form: When the level of politi-

cization is low, the merit system prevails given its success in producing high-
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quality judges. When the level of politicization is higher, either partisan elec-

tions or appointments prevail. Specifically, partisan elections prevail if the

legislature is lax in moderating nominees. Appointments prevail if the legisla-

ture is strict in moderating nominees.

To return to the debate introduced at the beginning of the chapter, the

debate which has smoldered in law reviews for fifty years: there simply is no

one best method of judicial selection. As with so many things, it depends. It

depends on the political preferences of the electorate, and the politicization of

the judiciary in general. It depends on the natures of the executive and the

legislature. However, our conclusion, ultimately, does not come in the form

of a policy recommendation. The natures of the executive and the legislature

can change quickly, and dramatically. A state’s method of judicial selection

cannot.

That being said, it is important not to confuse regions over which judges

are increasingly ousted with regions where the institution is suboptimal from a

welfare standpoint. We have argued, passim, that the politicization of courts

has been very low, but has recently been increasing somewhat, as evidenced

by the recent tumult in merit plan states. We also argue that it is likely still

the case that the merit plan, or more generally a plan successful in producing

high-quality judges, is socially optimal.

We would also like to suggest some avenues for potential extensions

and future research. Our model does not address the issue of voter turnout.

Given the relatively low turnout historically in these elections, turnout may be
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an important ingredient of the analysis, and of interest to future researchers.

Intimately related to this is the issue of money. As has already begun to

happen to Iowa, and will likely continue in the post-Citizens United world, is

the influx of money into these races. We suspect that turnout and fundraising

is tied positively to politicization, and that that effect would bolster our results

to some degree.

Throughout, we have maintained that the primary purpose of the nom-

inating commission is to cull judges of high quality. There has been, however,

some discussion in the legal field about potential problems with the nomi-

nating commission itself. It is sometimes argued that there can be too much

control by the state bar, which is often responsible for appointing members to

the commission. Ware (2009) argues, rather pessimistically, that “retention

elections are something of a fraud. They create a false veneer of democracy

at the judicial retention stage that the bar can use to distract the populace

from the elitism of bar power at the initial selection stage, which is where

the real action is.” He also quotes Michael Dimino, who writes, “Retention

elections seek to have the benefit of appearing to involve the public, but in

actuality function as a way of blessing the appointed judge with a false aura

of electoral legitimacy.” However, we stand by our position that the role of

the commission is selecting high-quality judges. Recently, the Eighth Circuit

has upheld the constitutionality of bar members serving on Iowa’s nominating

commission. From their decision:19

19Carlson v. Wiggins, 675 F.3d 1134 (8th Cir. 2012)
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Undoubtedly, the State of Iowa has a legitimate interest in select-

ing the most highly qualified candidates to serve as judges on the

Iowa Supreme Court and the Iowa Court of Appeals. Candidates

must be members of the Iowa Bar. . . and are generally expected to

have strong credentials, recognized integrity, and a distinguished

legal career. Candidates must also demonstrate a commitment to

promoting and upholding the independence, integrity, and impar-

tiality of Iowa’s judiciary, if appointed. . . . Thus, who better-suited

to evaluate the credentials of judicial aspirants than other members

of the Iowa Bar?

They conclude that “Iowa’s legitimate interest in selecting the most qualified

judges encompasses an interest in having the views and expertise of Iowa’s

attorneys represented on the Commission to assist with this selection.” Also,

we argue that, while the views of Ware and Dimino may have once been

reflective of reality, they may be no longer. The “aura” of electoral legitimacy

is hardly false to a judge who is ousted. Regardless, the role of the commission

could potentially be complicated in future analyses.

Also, there are various state-by-state quirks to the merit plan that we

have largely ignored or simplified, which may be of future interest. As Phillips

(2009) observes, “America has almost as many different ways of selecting state

judges as it has states.” For instance, interestingly, California employs some-

thing that has been called “reverse merit selection.” As Dodd et al. (2000)

helpfully explain, “This is not true in the sense that candidates who lack merit

are sought, but, rather that in California an appointed commission reviews
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candidates submitted to them by the Governor, rather than their submitting

names to him or her.” Also, as mentioned before, Illinois requires a superma-

jority of sixty percent for retention. What’s more, certain states (Maryland

and Utah) require legislative consent for the initial appointment of a judge.

This creates something of a hybrid between gubernatorial appointments and

the merit plan. Similarly, certain states (Illinois, New Mexico, and Pennsyl-

vania) have partisan elections for a judge’s initial appointment, and retention

elections after that. This creates something of a hybrid between traditional

elections and the merit plan. We are confident that such systems could be

easily incorporated into our modeling structure.

The debate over judicial selection continues in a very real way to this

day. Even in Missouri, where the merit plan was born 72 years ago, there

was a measure20 on the November 2012 general election ballot which sought to

eliminate their current system. The amendment would have given the governor

increased authority over the members of the nominating commission. As we

have seen, the choice of method of judicial selection has significant impact

on the welfare of the electorate. We have provided a structure and economic

results that will continue to inform this ongoing debate.

20Amendment 3, the Missouri Judicial Appointment Amendment. The measure was de-
feated, by a margin of 76% to 24%.
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Chapter 2

Strategic Senators and Voter Behavior

2.1 Introduction

Each year, a senator in the United States Senate casts hundreds of

votes. These votes run the gamut from the arcane (“A Motion to Invoke

Cloture on the Motion to Proceed to Consider H.R. 146, Omnibus Public Land

Management Act”) to the historic (“PN506, Confirmation Sonia Sotomayor,

of New York, to be an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court”), and from

the minute (“Amdt. No. 961; To provide for local control for the sitting of

windmills”) to the monumental (“H.R. 3590 as Amended, Patient Protection

and Affordable Care Act”). Many of these votes are nearly unanimous; some

are highly contentious. Taken together, along with the votes cast by his or her

colleagues, these votes represent a senator’s espoused political position. In fact,

they represent a political position in the most meaningful sense of the phrase,

since it is one based on supporting or opposing actual policy law. Senators

serve relatively long, six-year terms. This affords them time free from the

pressures of campaigning and of a looming election. A natural question arises:

Do the positions adopted by senators change systematically over the course of

a term? Indeed, the answer is yes. Senators constantly face a tradeoff. They

prefer to pass legislation that they themselves support, and to block legislation
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they oppose, but they also prefer to win their reelection campaign, and these

two goals may not always be simultaneously achievable. A simple appeal

to median voter theory suggests that senators, in order to be successfully

reelected, must often “become” more moderate. As former Vice President,

and onetime senator from Minnesota, Hubert Humphrey put it, “The first four

years are for God and country. The last two are for the folks back home.”1

A common refrain (and lament) in political science is the woeful ig-

norance of the general voting public of political topics. Joseph Schumpeter

famously stated that an average citizen “expends less disciplined effort on

mastering a political problem than he expends on a game of bridge.”2 What

attention voters are paying to a senatorial race must, we argue, increase as

the election draws near. In that light, Humphrey’s remark rings especially

true. Senators are more or less free, in the early part of their terms, to pursue

whatever agenda they themselves deem important, as they are largely out of

the minds of their constituencies. As the election approaches, the considera-

tions of voters become more important. Senators pursuing (relatively) extreme

agendas near the election will become perceived as extreme by the now more

attentive voters, and thus risk losing reelection to a more moderate challenger.

Thus we argue, and will show empirically, that senators are likely to

moderate their voting behavior in the Senate. Moreover, this moderation is

likely to become more and more pronounced as the election approaches, as vot-

1The epigraph to Elling (1982).
2Schumpeter (1942).
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ers begin to pay more attention. Also, if reelected, senators are likely to return

to espousing the more extreme policy position which they themselves prefer.

While we are not the first to bring the phenomenon of senator moderation to

light, we are the first to couch it in its appropriate setting. We will contribute

a novel, game theoretic model with which to analyze this phenomenon.

With all that in mind, there are two essential interactions we will model.

The first interaction is that between the candidates: between the incumbent

and her challenger. We will mainly restrict our attention to general election

challengers, although similar arguments could be made for challengers in a

primary election (i.e. challengers from the same party). This is an essentially

game theoretic interaction. The campaign position espoused by one candidate

affects both her and her opponent’s chances of winning, and she is, in turn,

similarly affected by her opponent’s espoused position. Further, we suppose

that candidates—politicians—actually have personal preferences over political

positions. It is costly for them to espouse a position other than their preferred

one. Without this cost, the equilibrium of this game is the two candidates

espousing maximally moderate positions, and splitting the votes. If candidates

do feel this cost (the duty to “God and country,” as Humphrey said) things

will be more complicated. We introduce a basic model of this type in the next

section.

The second interaction is that between the candidate and the voters.

While we are hesitant to impose too much structure on the behavior of voters
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as, in fact, the very act of voting in a large election can be seen as irrational,3

we will impose a simple prescription of the amount attention being paid by

them over time. Specifically, we model voters as forming perceptions of the

political position of an incumbent via a weighted average of their actual es-

poused positions at different points in their term. It is natural to think that

the weights placed on later parts of the term will be higher, as this is the

time where voters are paying closer attention. Voters are not strategic players

here, but nevertheless play an important role in determining the equilibrium

play of the candidates who seek to represent them. We introduce a more

comprehensive model, including this interaction with voters, in Section 2.4.

As a result, we also contribute to the venerable economic and political

science literature on campaign-positioning models. Downs, of course, predicted

that a candidate located at the median voter was the Condorcet winner, and

furthermore that the median position is convergent in the sense that both

candidates will adopt it. An attractive feature of the model of this chapter is

its ability to deliver 1) the Downsian prediction, 2) stark divergence, and 3)

some random amount of moderation in between. Which it delivers depends

on the identity of the candidates, and the relative value of the office.

The road map for the rest of the chapter is as follows. The remainder

of the Introduction, Subsection 2.1.1, will provide a more thorough overview

3This is often referred to as the paradox of voting, or the Downs paradox. Simply put:
the chances of being pivotal in a large election are minuscule compared to the costs (time,
travel) associated with voting.
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of the related literature. In Section 2.2, we present our general model of

elections with costly political position relocation. Section 2.3 is devoted to an

examination of the data on senators’ political positions, and their shifting over

time. Section 2.4 introduces a modified “Senate model.” Section 2.5 contains

the equilibria of the model under some different specifications, as well as some

other results. With Section 2.6, we discuss the findings and conclude.

2.1.1 Related literature

The topic of strategic senator moderation has been broached and de-

bated occasionally in the political science literature. Opinions differ as to its

prevalence and magnitude but, most importantly, it has not, until now, been

considered in its appropriate context: as a game theoretic interaction between

incumbent and challenger.

Methodologically, we draw first from the classic spatial election models

due to Hotelling4, Downs, and Black, and from the auction literature. Con-

tests, and indeed campaigns, are often treated similarly to all-pay auctions.

Indeed, many of our equilibria in this chapter have a similar flavor. The classic

references in this field are Hillman and Riley (1989) and Baye et al. (1996).

The classic result in a simple first-price all-pay auction is that players play

a mixed strategy equilibrium (which will be true here), and that each player

4Quoth Hotelling (1929): “The competition for votes between the Republican and Demo-
cratic parties does not lead to a clear drawing of issues, an adoption of two strongly con-
trasted positions between which the voter may choose. Instead, each party strives to make
its platform as much like the other’s as possible.”
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gets an expected payoff of zero (which will not be, since we will accommodate

asymmetric candidates). Second, we draw from the econometric work done

mainly on parliamentary voting, and mainly the NOMINATE models of Keith

Poole. The main reference here is Poole (2005), but also see, e.g., Poole (2001),

Poole and Rosenthal (2001), and Poole et al. (1992). These models transform

parliamentary votes into low-dimensional political positions.

Politically, there is some disagreement about this type of strategic sena-

tor behavior, both about the commonness of its occurrence and its magnitude.

Perhaps the first paper to address this issue explicitly, Elling (1982), finds that

“considerable shifting in ideological positions occurred over the course of sen-

atorial terms.” This shifting was generally in the direction of moderation.

Thomas (1985) writes that “there can be little doubt that senators tend to

converge toward probable electoral opponents.” Moreover, he finds that the

effect is substantial: more than a fourth of senators relocate, and their mean

shift is a sixth of the distance between the extremes of the senatorial polit-

ical spectrum. He concerns himself with shifts from the third to the sixth

year of senators’ terms. Bernstein et al. (1988) also cite an “electoral advan-

tage of ‘strategic moderation’ in contests for the U.S. Senate.” However, they

also note a lack of widespread of evidence of moderation, attributing this lack

to their argument that only extreme Republican incumbents facing moderate

Democratic challengers (or vice versa) would need to moderate. As we will see

clearly later, this is a dramatic oversimplification. And, in a response published

along with the Bernstein paper, Michael Berkman disputes this “extremism
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thesis,” and provides “further evidence” of strategic moderation.

Poole (2005), back on the other hand, is also somewhat suspicious of

this phenomenon, mainly on the dimension of magnitude: “Most senators re-

ally do believe what they say. . . Even if senators shift position before an elec-

tion, the shifts are likely to be small.” In the 103rd–105th Congresses, he finds

only six outlying senators whose shifts are not “small.” He writes this as part

of a natural experiment on pre-election shifts in his book, Spatial Models of

Parliamentary Voting, in which he also describes his NOMINATE-type data,

which we employ later in this chapter. There are also some closely related

phenomena taken up in the literature. Kousser et al. (2007) describe senator

moderation in the face of vulnerability. Specifically, they explore whether leg-

islators (California state legislators, in their case) respond to broader shifts in

the political environment, rather than to just an individual political opponent.

Their evidence suggests that that is indeed the case. While there seems to be

little doubt that strategic shifts by senators do indeed happen, the questions

of their frequency and magnitude remain largely open. We provide the game

theoretical framework for analyzing these shifts.

2.2 An election model with costly relocation

In this section we present a general theory of an election where posi-

tional relocation (movement from a candidate’s ideal point to some campaign

point) is costly. Of course, in the classic Downsian election-positioning model,

relocation is costless, thus both candidates position at the most moderate po-
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sition (i.e. the position of the median voter) and split the votes evenly. That

may not be the case if relocation is costly.

Let there be two candidates running for political office, and call them X

and Y . The candidates have exogenously endowed preferred positions p∗X and

p∗Y , respectively, and this is the only substantial difference between them. They

sustain linear utility losses from locating away from these positions during the

campaign, and utility gains from getting elected to the office. Suppose the

value of the office is normalized to one, that the candidates are risk neutral,

and that they weight these considerations as follows

EUi(pi;p
∗
i , p−i) = α ⋅ P [winning election ∣ pi, p−i] − (1 − α) ⋅ ∣pi − p

∗
i ∣ (2.1)

where i ∈ {X,Y } and α ∈ (0,1). Suppose pi and p∗i ∈ [0,1] ∀i, and that 1

is considered the most moderate position, while 0 is the most extreme. The

candidate with a campaign position pi closest to 1 appeals to the median

voter, and thus wins the election. The “identity” of one candidate, p∗i , is

well-known to the other. The candidates choose their campaign positions, pi,

simultaneously. We can then rewrite candidate i’s utility function as

Ui(pi;p
∗
i , p−i) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

α − (1 − α) ⋅ ∣pi − p∗i ∣ if pi > p−i
α/2 − (1 − α) ⋅ ∣pi − p∗i ∣ if pi = p−i
−(1 − α) ⋅ ∣pi − p∗i ∣ if pi < p−i

(2.2)

This is akin to a complete information all-pay auction with asymmetric players,

and with a “maximum bid.” (I.e. no candidate can become more moderate

than the most moderate position of 1. One can only become so moderate,

politically.) How will the candidates behave in this situation?
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Figure 2.1: Cases in (p∗X , p
∗
Y , α)-space

Without loss of generality, let p∗X ≥ p∗Y . There are three main cases to

consider, described in the following three propositions. For a illustration of

these cases in the parameter space, see Figure 2.1. (Recall that p∗X ≥ p∗Y , hence

we need not consider the upper left half.)

Proposition 1. If X and Y are both sufficiently moderate politicians, i.e. p∗X

and p∗Y are both sufficiently close to 1 (greater than 1− α
2(1−α)), then the “Down-

sian” Nash equilibrium is the unique equilibrium here. Both candidates position

at the most moderate possible position: pX = pY = 1.

The equilibrium in this case is straightforward. It is cheap enough, in

utility terms, for both candidates to locate at the most moderate position,

rather than to not relocate at all, even if that means only splitting the spoils

of the office. (We assume throughout that an initially tied election is then

decided randomly, with each candidate having an equal chance of winning,

e.g. by a coin flip.) Not relocating at all gives a payoff of zero, while locating
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at 1, even if the other candidate does too, gives a strictly positive payoff. If

both candidates have indeed located at 1, there are no profitable unilateral

deviations, since any deviation would result in incurred relocation cost, and

no chance of winning the election. If neither candidate is located at 1, there

is a profitable deviation for either candidate, to a position just to the right of

the other. The candidates split the votes, and tie with certainty. (Note that

α > 2/3⇒ 1 − α
2(1−α) < 0, so for large enough α this is the only surviving case.)

Proposition 2. If X is sufficiently more moderate than Y , i.e. p∗X is suffi-

ciently larger than p∗Y (p∗X − p∗Y > α
1−α), then the unique Nash equilibrium is

neither candidate relocates: pi = p∗i ∀i.

In this case, it is simply prohibitively costly for candidate Y to locate

at any point closer to 1 than p∗X , even if it means winning the election outright.

Therefore, Y does not relocate at all, therefore X has no incentive relocate, so

does not. Candidate X wins the election with certainty. (Note that α > 1/2⇒

α
1−α > 1, so for large enough α this case is ruled out.)

Proposition 3. (The interesting case.) If it is not the case that p∗X > 1− α
2(1−α)

and p∗Y > 1 − α
2(1−α) , and if p∗X − p∗Y < α

1−α , then there is no Nash equilibrium in

pure strategies. We describe the mixed strategy Nash equilibria below.

In this case, we must look for mixed strategy equilibria. Why? Can-

didate Y has incentive to move just “to the right” of candidate X and win

the election. But then X would like to move just to the right of that, and
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so forth. Eventually, it becomes prohibitively costly for Y to move so far, so

he would prefer not to have moved at all. But if that is the case, X would

prefer then to not move at all, which brings us back to the beginning. If we

are restricted to pure strategies, we can always find a profitable deviation for

one of the candidates. To calculate the mixed strategy equilibria, we first note

a few facts. One, obviously no candidate will place any positive probability

on a move closer to zero than their preferred position. It is costly, and only

hurts one’s chances of winning election. Two, given fact one, candidate Y will

place no weight strictly between his preferred position and that of candidate

X. And third, no candidate will place any weight above p∗Y + α
1−α , as it is

prohibitively costly for Y to position beyond there, even if it means winning.

Say that X chooses her position pX according to the c.d.f. FX , and

that Y chooses his position pY according to the c.d.f. FY . Given the ar-

guments above, we know that Supp(FX) = [p∗X , p
∗
Y + α

1−α], and Supp(FY ) =

{p∗Y }∪(p∗X , p
∗
Y +

α
1−α].

5 Given that, to find these functions we use the standard

technique of making candidate Y indifferent among all positions in the support

of FX , and vice versa. (For example, we know that candidate Y must have an

expected payoff of zero everywhere if he puts strictly positive probability on

5These supports are valid are under the condition that p∗Y +
α

1−α
≤ 1, so that candidates

are not mixing over positions greater than 1, which is not allowed, by construction. For
simplicity, we’ll focus on this sub-case.
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not moderating at all.) Those calculations give

FX(pX) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 if pX < p∗X
1−α
α ⋅ (p∗X − p∗Y ) if pX = p∗X

1−α
α ⋅ (pX − p∗Y ) if p∗X < pX ≤ p∗Y +

α
1−α

1 if p∗Y +
α

1−α < pX

(2.3)

and

FY (pY ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 if pY < p∗Y
1−α
α ⋅ (p∗X − p∗Y ) if pY = p∗Y

1−α
α ⋅ (pY − p∗Y ) if p∗X < pY ≤ p∗Y +

α
1−α

1 if p∗Y +
α

1−α < pY

(2.4)

Notice that candidate Y ’s expected payoff is zero, while candidate X’s is (p∗X −

p∗Y ) ≥ 0. Notice also that each candidate has an atom in her distribution,

corresponding to a strictly positive probability of not moderating at all. For

an illustration of these strategies, see Figure 2.2.

What are the probabilities of each candidate winning in the equilibrium

described by FX and FY (call them ρX and ρY )? They are fairly straightfor-

ward to calculate. For clarity, define φ ≡ 1−α
α ⋅ (p∗X − p∗Y ), the atom in the

equilibrium c.d.f.s. For candidate X,

ρX ≡ P (X wins ∣ p∗X , p
∗
Y , α) = P (pX > pY ∣ p∗X , p

∗
Y , α)

= φ +
1

2
(1 − φ)(1 − φ) =

1

2
+
φ2

2
(2.5)

And for candidate Y ,

ρY ≡ P (Y wins ∣ p∗X , p
∗
Y , α) = P (pY > pX ∣ p∗X , p

∗
Y , α)

= (1 − φ)φ +
1

2
(1 − φ)(1 − φ) =

1

2
−
φ2

2
(2.6)
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Figure 2.2: Equilibrium mixed strategies (α = 0.3, p∗X = 0.2, p∗Y = 0.1)

Candidate X, the more moderate candidate, wins more than half the time,

and her probability of winning is decreasing in α (∂φ
2

∂α < 0), increasing in her

own moderateness6 ( ∂φ
2

∂p∗X
> 0), and decreasing in her opponent’s moderateness

( ∂φ
2

∂p∗Y
< 0). Conversely, candidate Y , the more extreme candidate, wins less than

half the time, and his probability of winning is increasing in α, increasing in

her own moderateness, and decreasing in her opponent’s moderateness. Ties

occur with zero probability. In the example presented in Figure 2.2, candidate

X wins 55.44% of the time.

Also, we can calculate the expected amount of candidate moderation7

6By moderateness, we simply mean “closeness of p∗i to 1.”
7By moderation, we mean the distance pi − p

∗

i .
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Table 2.1: Model equilibria summary

Case X’s strat. Y ’s strat. ρX ρY EMX EMY

1. pX = 1 pY = 1 tie tie 1 − p∗X 1 − p∗Y
2. pX = p∗X pY = p∗Y 1 0 0 0

3. pX ∼ FX pY ∼ FY
1
2 +

φ2

2
1
2 −

φ2

2 Eq. 2.7 Eq. 2.8

in this equilibrium. For candidate X,

EMX ≡ E(pX − p∗X) = (1 − φ) (p∗Y +
α

1 − α
) /2 (2.7)

And for candidate Y ,

EMY ≡ E(pY − p
∗
Y ) = (1 − φ)((p∗X − p∗Y ) + (p∗X + p∗Y +

α

1 − α
− p∗Y ))/2

= (1 − φ) (2p∗X − p∗Y +
α

1 − α
) /2 (2.8)

In expectation, the more extreme candidate, Y , moderates further away from

his preferred position than does candidate X. It is also easy to check that

∂EMX

∂α > 0, ∂EMX

∂p∗Y
> 0, and ∂EMX

∂p∗X
< 0. Similarly, that ∂EMY

∂α > 0, ∂EMY

∂p∗X
> 0, and

∂EMY

∂p∗Y
< 0. In other words, candidates tend to moderate their position more

as the office itself is worth relatively more. Also, candidates tend to moderate

their own position more the more relatively moderate their opponent is. In the

example presented in Figure 2.2, candidate X moderates 0.20 in expectation,

while candidate Y moderates 0.28. Table 2.1 summarizes the equilibria.
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2.3 Empirical phenomena in the U.S. Senate

How might a framework like this manifest itself, and when may we be

able to observe useful empirical evidence against which to check our conclu-

sions? The United States Senate seems like an ideal institution in which to

explore politician relocation. Senators serve relatively long terms. In the early

parts of these terms, they are largely out of the minds of their constituents,

and are thus free to legislate as they themselves prefer. In the latter part, as

a reelection campaign heats up, they must campaign, and the act legislating

becomes itself an act of campaigning. Senators, in these latter parts, are fac-

ing much the same game theoretic interaction as we modeled in Section 2.2.

By supporting or opposing legislation that they might not have otherwise, in

support of a reelection bid, senators incur a utility cost. However, they also

increase their chances of again reaping the benefits of the office for another

term. As Poole and Rosenthal (1984) put it, the Senate is terrain de choix.

This section is devoted to an exploration of the empirical phenomena

generated by actual legislators facing potentially costly relocation. These find-

ings arise from actual roll call votes cast by U.S. senators. To transform the raw

roll call vote data into a political position, we use the DW-NOMINATE8 score

developed by political scientist Keith Poole. Simply put, this score transforms

a legislator’s votes (a string mostly of “yea”s and “nay”s) into an espoused

position: a number between −1 (most liberal) and +1 (most conservative). To

8For a further discussion of these data, see Appendix B.
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transform these numbers into the equivalent of the measure of political mod-

erateness used in our Section 2.2 model, take one minus the absolute value.

Essentially, we hypothesize that positions espoused in the earliest part of sen-

ator i’s term are similar to her preferred position, p∗i . And that those espoused

in the latest part are similar to her chosen campaign position, pi. The data

used are from all Congresses in which a member of the 110th Congress served,

which is from 1963 to 2009.

Figures 2.3 and 2.4 illustrate the careers of two sitting Republican sena-

tors and two sitting Democratic senators, respectively. Each term of a senator’s

career is represented by three points, connected together by two line segments.

The first point is a political position calculated for the first two years of the

six-year term, the second point is for the middle two years, and the third

point is for the final two years. The lighter lines represent the paths of specific

terms, while the dark dotted line represents their career average term path.

Breaking the term into three pieces is convenient for two reasons: first, the

data are calculated Congress-by-Congress (every two years), and second, we

can readily calculate “early” and “late” moderation. These senators are cho-

sen for illustrative purposes, but the pattern apparent in their career paths is

typical. Indeed this a pattern that emerges over and over. Notice the paths for

the Republicans generally are fairly flat from beginning to middle, then drop

off markedly from middle to end. Zero is the most moderate position, so this

movement is moderation. With the Democrats, we see very nearly the exact

same pattern in reverse! In general, senators exhibit very little movement from
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Figure 2.3: Sens. Hatch (R-UT), left, and Lugar (R-IN), right

the beginning of their terms to the middle, but exhibit a marked moderation

from the middle to the end.

Figure 2.5 and Table 2.2 describe the average term for both all Re-

publican and all Democratic senators. As expected, we see little movement

from the first third of a term to the middle third, and a significant moder-

ation from the middle third to the last third. The important facts are the

direction and statistical significance of these shifts, while the magnitude of the

shifts is harder to interpret. To give the magnitude some context, the most

liberal senator in the 110th Congress (2007–8) was democratic socialist Bernie

Sanders of Vermont, with a position of −0.641. The most conservative was

Tom “Dr. No” Coburn of Oklahoma, with a position of 0.907. And a truly

moderate position is usually something close to zero.

The one major aspect thus far missing from the discussion is the in-
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Figure 2.4: Sens. Leahy (D-VT), left, and Harkin (D-IA), right

Table 2.2: Average within-term changes in position

Begining to middle Middle to end Beginning to end
Republicans 0.010 (1.71) −0.024 (−3.54) −.012 (−1.51)
Democrats 0.003 (0.66) 0.022 (5.01) 0.025 (4.59)

cumbent’s challenger. As we saw in Section 2.2, the amount of moderation by

a candidate (say an incumbent) tends to be increasing in the moderateness

of her opponent (say a challenger). Put another way, an incumbent tends to

moderate less in the face of a more extreme challenger. In order to gain some

further empirical insight into the role the challenger plays, we must have some

information about challengers’ political positions. This is often difficult, as

challengers often have no previous legislative experience, or have served only

in state legislatures, and in either case it is difficult to assign them a reliable

or comparable political position. To gain some traction, then, we exploit those
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situations in which an incumbent congressperson is challenging an incumbent

senator. There have been 29 such meetings since 1996. In these cases, we can

simply use the same methodology we used to transform the senatorial roll call

votes into a position to transform the congressional votes. Figures 2.6 and 2.7

help to illustrate the role the challenger plays in the incumbent’s moderation

decision. Graphed is the amount of incumbent moderation (vertical axis) as a

function of the challenger’s extremeness (horizontal axis). Figure 2.6 depicts

moderation from the beginning to the end of a term, while Figure 2.7 depicts

moderation from the middle to the end. The former seems to show little re-

sponsiveness, on the part of the incumbent, to the challenger’s position. The

best-fit line is essentially flat. This is not all that surprising, however, as in-

cumbents may have little idea who their challenger will be in the beginning

third of their term, in addition to the fact that voters are likely paying little

attention in the early part of a senator’s term, which would render strategic

moderation largely pointless. The latter, however, shows a strong negative re-

lationship. The more extreme the challenger, the less moderation we observe

on the part of the incumbent. This is what we expected, given our analysis in

Section 2.2.

One further pattern we notice in Figures 2.6 and 2.7 concerns whether

or not the incumbent actually won reelection. The black circles are incumbent

candidates who won, and the hollow circles are incumbent candidates who

lost. For a given level of challenger extremeness, it appears that the incumbent

candidates who lost are on average the candidates who moderated the most;
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the hollow circles are mostly near the top in Figure 2.7. We speak more to

this in the following section.

2.4 The “Senate model”

In this section, we present a somewhat modified version of the earlier

model with costly position relocation, to more closely fit the situation of the

U.S. Senate, and to speak more specifically to the role being played by the

voters. Also, using this model, we explain important aspects of the empirical

phenomena from Section 2.3. There are three main stylized facts we have

observed:

• Incumbents moderate, and more late in their term than early

• Incumbents’ moderation is decreasing in opponents’ extremeness

• Incumbents who moderate more tend to lose

Let there be two players: an incumbent, I, and a challenger, C. Each is

described by her type p∗i ∈ [0,1], for i ∈ {I,C}. Again, a type is interpretable

as a preferred policy position for each player.

The timing is as follows. An incumbent begins her term, and selects a

policy position p1 ∈ [0,1] to espouse during the early part of her term. At this

point, the identity of the challenger is (possibly) unknown to the incumbent.

Sometime later, the identity of challenger is revealed. At this point, p∗I and

p∗C are well-known by both players. Now, the incumbent and the challenger
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simultaneously select policy positions p2 ∈ [0,1], the incumbent’s espoused

position during the later part of her term, and pC ∈ [0,1], the challenger’s

chosen position from which to campaign. The election is held, and a winner

is decided.

As before, the winner is the candidate perceived by the voters to be

the most moderate. The most moderate possible position is 1, and the most

extreme position is 0. We may think of candidates’ positions in this model

as one minus the absolute values of the positions presented in Section 2.3,

and further assume that one candidate is from one party and one is from the

other. That is, we are only concerned here with a general election.9 During

the election, each candidate knows the other’s preferred position p∗−i, but this

information is unavailable to the voter. We model voters’ perception in the

following way. Let vI be the voters’ perception of the incumbent, where

vI = δp1 + (1 − δ)p2 (2.9)

for δ ∈ [0,1]. Namely, voters use some weighted average of the incumbent’s

early and late espoused positions to form their perception. The number δ

describes the nature of the electorate, specifically its attentiveness. It is natural

to think that δ ≪ 1/2, or that voters pay much more attention, and therefore

give more weight, to positions espoused when the election is near. Similarly,

9Certainly, it is the case that the only significant challenge for some incumbent senators
is a challenge in the primary election. We will discuss this situation later.
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let vC be the voters’ perception of the challenger, where

vC = pC (2.10)

Since the voters have no other information about the challenger other than

his campaign position, we simply assume, as in Section 2.2, that they take

this position at face value. We will impose δ = 0. That is, that voters are

paying all of their attention to the late part of a senator’s term, and none to

the beginning. We have seen strong evidence that senators moderate almost

not at all in the early part of their term. This is driven by moderation always

being costly, and it having no benefit if it does not affect voters’ perceptions.

While senators may have some small temptation to moderate early (voters

may actually be paying a modicum of attention) we are comfortable making

this simplifying assumption.

We will now define the candidates’ payoffs. Candidates derive utility

(or disutility) from two sources: winning the election and positioning away

from their preferred position. Define their utilities (the analogues of Equation

2.2) as follows. For the incumbent

UI(vI ;p
∗
I , vC) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

α − (1 − α) ⋅ (∣p1 − p∗I ∣ − ∣p2 − p∗I ∣) if vI > vC

α/2 − (1 − α) ⋅ (∣p1 − p∗I ∣ − ∣p2 − p∗I ∣) if vI = vC

−(1 − α) ⋅ (∣p1 − p∗I ∣ − ∣p2 − p∗I ∣) if vI < vC

(2.11)

and for the challenger

UC(vC ;p∗C , vI) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

α − (1 − α) ⋅ ∣pC − p∗C ∣ if vC > vI

α/2 − (1 − α) ⋅ ∣pC − p∗C ∣ if vC = vI

−(1 − α) ⋅ ∣pC − p∗C ∣ if vC < vI

(2.12)
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The utility costs for the incumbent include misrepresenting her true position

in both the early and late parts of her term.

The final piece of the model is describing where the challenger comes

from or, specifically, the distribution from which challengers are drawn. In the

early part of an incumbent’s term, she may not know specifically whom she will

face, but should at least be able to form some expectation. Say the identity is

drawn from some nontrivial distribution over a subset of [0,1]. For example,

the challenger is drawn from a uniform distribution such that p∗C ∼ U[0,1].

Now we are ready to ask the questions, how will the incumbent behave early

in her term, and how will the incumbent and challenger behave late in her

term, during the reelection campaign.

This Senate model is essentially a two-stage game. In the first stage,

the incumbent is acting alone, possibly only knowing distributionally whom

her opponent will be. In the interim, the challenger is revealed. In the second

stage, the candidates’ identities are well-known to each other, and they act

simultaneously. We have essentially solved the second stage in the analysis

in Section 2.2. The key to solving this Senate model is subgame perfection.

Using the results from that section, we calculate the expected payoffs for a

candidate, given optimal play, over the parameter space, and then determine

the incumbent’s optimal action in the first stage. Also, in Section 2.2, one of

the candidates, without loss of generality, was inherently (weakly) more mod-

erate. Imposing that here, though, would be with potential loss of generality,

as there is now the second substantial distinction, that between incumbent
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and challenger. The incumbent may be more or less inherently moderate than

her challenger.

2.5 Equilibria and results

An incumbent’s dominant strategy in the first period is p1 = p∗I . Re-

gardless of the future identity of the challenger, it is always costly and never

beneficial to relocate, because δ = 0. The voters’ perception of the incumbent

will be entirely determined by her espoused position in the latter part of her

term, p2. The incumbent and challenger will then choose p2 and pC exactly

according to the equilibria described in Section 2.2. Note that it may well be

the case that the incumbent plays the role of either candidate X or candidate

Y , as described there. Now we will check the three stylized facts against our

model’s predictions.

Incumbents moderate, and more late in their term than early. Ex-

actly zero moderation will happen early in the term. And (with the exception

of “case 1,” where candidates never relocate), in expectation, strictly positive

moderation happens late in the incumbent’s term. This is either a result of the

incumbent moderating as much as possible, p2 = 1, or moderating according

to some c.d.f. p2 ∼ F , where Supp(F ) ⊆ [p∗I ,1].

Incumbents’ moderation is decreasing in opponents’ extremeness.

In Figure 2.7, we saw that late-term moderation by incumbents was nega-
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tively correlated with their opponent’s extremeness (on the order of −0.35).

Again, this result was foreshadowed earlier in the chapter. For the interesting

mixed equilibrium case, late in the term, ∂EMX

∂p∗Y
> 0 and ∂EMY

∂p∗X
> 0. As either

candidate’s opponent becomes more moderate, that candidate tends to mod-

erate more. Or, expected moderation is decreasing in opponent’s extremeness.

In cases 1 and 2, moderation is independent of opponent’s extremeness.

Candidates moderate as much as possible or not at all. However, there is little

empirical evidence that actual senators find themselves in case 1 or 2. Senators

do moderate, and not all that much.

Incumbents who moderate more tend to lose. In Figure 2.7, we also

saw that the candidates who moderated the most tended to be the candidates

who lost reelection. In Table 2.3, we present further empirical evidence of

this fact. Late term moderation is strongly negatively correlated with winning

reelection. In fact, eventual losing senators late in their terms are the group

doing the most moderating by far. Other senators, those in the early parts of

their terms or those who are eventual winners, undertake modest moderation

agendas. The correlation between early term moderation and winning is pos-

itive, but very close to zero. This is consistent with our supposition that it

makes little strategic sense for any senator to moderate much at all early in

her term.

Of course, correlation does not imply causation. It is not the case that

senators are losing elections because they moderate a lot. We argue, rather,
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Table 2.3: Average incumbent moderation by election result

Winners Losers† Corr. with winning
Early to middle 0.017 (1.51) 0.009 (0.49) 0.078
Middle to end 0.016 (1.66) 0.086 (5.09) −0.516
† Those not seeking reelection omitted

that the negative correlation is a feature of optimal equilibrium play by both

candidates. These losing senators are, in a sense, unlucky. Incumbents who

happen to be facing more moderate challengers moderate more, but neverthe-

less still lose more often. Now we verify that this fact indeed holds in our

model.

In Section 2.2, we calculated the victory probabilities in equilibrium

for candidates X and Y . In the interesting case where candidates are playing

mixed strategies, these probabilities are ρX = 1
2 +

φ2

2 and ρY = 1
2 −

φ2

2 , where

the number φ = 1−α
α ⋅ (p∗X − p∗Y ) ≥ 0. So ρX ≥ ρY . We also calculated the

expected amount of moderation for each in equilibrium (Equations 2.7 and

2.8), which is greater for candidate Y . The candidate who loses the election

more often does more moderating in expectation. Regardless of the realization

of the distribution over challengers, i.e. regardless of the incumbent playing

the role of candidate X or Y , we expect greater moderation to be associated

with a lower probability of winning, in equilibrium. The correlation between

moderation and winning is negative.
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2.6 Discussion

In this chapter, we have explored two main relationships: that between

two campaigners for elected office, and that between the campaigners and the

voters. To analyze the former, we have put forth a spatial election model

with costly political relocation. We characterize the equilibria for different

subsets of the parameter space in this game, and find that, depending on the

preferences of the campaigners and the value of the office, we may expect one of

three things: 1) the classic Downsian equilibrium holds and both candidates

become perfectly moderate, 2) no moderation takes place, or 3) candidates

moderate according to a mixed strategy à la an all-pay auction. We have

focused primarily on this most interesting third case. To analyze the latter,

we have prescribed a simple structure for the attention being paid by voters.

We have seen that the U.S. Senate provides fertile ground in which to

explore the implications of these models. Using DW-NOMINATE data, we

have examined senators’ strategic shifts in political position. Generally, we

observe very little political-position movement from the early to middle part

of a senator’s term, and much more significant moderation from the middle

to late part. Moreover, we have seen evidence that a senator’s moderation is

responsive to the extremeness of his challenger, all consistent with our models’

predictions. We argue that these patterns are driven by two main forces: the

tradeoff a senator faces between his own preferred agenda and that of the me-

dian voter, and the attention being paid by voters. Finally, we have seen that

those incumbent candidates who moderate most tend to lose their reelection
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campaigns. Empirically, the correlation between late-term incumbent moder-

ation and victory is strongly negative (on the order of −0.5). This is not a

causal relationship, but is an observable outcome of equilibrium behavior by

both candidates. Indeed, our model predicts this finding.

The analysis in this chapter admits many attractive extensions. In this

chapter we have been concerned with general elections, or elections between

candidates of different parties, from opposite sides of the political spectrum.

This is important because in this case it is natural to model the most moderate

candidate as the triumphant candidate; the most moderate candidate is the

closest to the median voter by construction. However, if one was to concern

oneself with primary elections—elections between candidates on the same side

of the spectrum—the median voter would no longer be the target. Rather,

candidates would likely be concerned with appeasing the median voter of only

that side of the spectrum. In that case, rather than only expecting strategic

moderation, it would also be reasonable to expect strategic “extremization.”

Two recent phenomena may be increasing the importance of primaries: one,

the gerrymandering of congressional districts, and two, the rise of the Tea

Party and the increased activism of the more extreme factions of the American

right wing. Naturally, the former phenomenon does not directly affect the

Senate, as states are the units of representation. However, the latter may.

There are many other factors that may affect senators’ political shifts

that may well be worth examining in future work. For example, perhaps the

longer a senator has served, the less moderation she has to undertake, due
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Figure 2.8: Average senator movement over term, by term number (Democrats
on the left; Republicans on the right)

to some accumulated incumbent advantage. In Figure 2.8, we see a cursory

example of how this effect may look. At first glance, it is not obvious that

the hypothesis holds, but it warrants further study. Also, as mentioned at the

outset, different votes in the Senate can concern vastly different types of issues.

If we now accept that senators are strategically altering their positions, do they

choose to alter them via votes on specific types of issues? Do they specifically

select or avoid shifting on “major” pieces of legislation, either because these

bills are too important to them or, alternatively, they want to make sure

their moderation is actually noticed by the voting public? A related, and

somewhat provocative, question is whether all this strategic shifting alters

actually enacted policy at all. Even in a relatively small body like the Senate,

one legislator is rarely the pivotal voter, and even if she was, she could choose

another vote with which to alter her position.
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Figure 2.9: U.S. Senate political position histograms (1980–2012)

In this chapter we have only been concerned with single elections, and

a promising potential extension is using a model of this type to study the evo-

lution over time of the Senate as a whole. The Senate has been polarizing, and

in Figure 2.9 we can see that trend from 1980 on. Poole and Rosenthal (1984)

came to the same conclusion, analyzing data from 1959 to 1980 (viz. their

Fig. 3). The polarization trend seems to have been occurring over at least

the last fifty years. In Figure 2.10 we see senates simulated from our model

for different levels of α. While we can capture an increase in the likelihood

of politically extreme senators with an increase in α, we do not capture the

increasingly stark bimodal pattern observed in the U.S. Senate. One can imag-

ine reasons why α, the relative value of a senate seat, may be increasing. For
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Figure 2.10: Simulated senates (α from 0.5 to 0.8)

one, in 1960, a U.S. senator represented on average about 1.8 million people.

In 1980 that number was 2.3 million, and in 2010 it was 3.1 million.

An apparent puzzle underlies the strategic moderation phenomenon.

Despite the disagreements in the literature over the frequency and magnitude

of strategic moderation, there is general agreement that it does happen, and

that it does happen at the end of senatorial terms. The implication, then, is

that senators then revert to some more extreme political position if reelected.

Surely, especially given the regularity of the pattern, this cannot go completely

unnoticed by the electorate. If that were true, then it seems senators would

not moderate strategically at all. The electorate expects it, so gives it no

credence, which gives senators no incentive to incur the cost to do it. Perhaps
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the fact that senators can “get away with it” is yet another testament to the

shortcomings of general electorate.
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Chapter 3

A Model of Political Campaign Competition

3.1 Introduction

Political competition often takes the form of a campaign: a period

of sustained competition during which candidates for elected office position

themselves to win an election. Due to a campaign’s fixed length, and the high

reward typically associated with winning the election, campaigns are filled

with critical periods of decision making. The question we are interested in

answering is, “What is the optimal allocation of resources during the course of

a campaign?” The goal of this chapter is twofold. First, it is to characterize

optimal candidate strategy in a campaign. And second, it is to develop a

general framework that will prove useful in analyzing campaigns and explaining

stylized facts that arise in the Electoral College campaign for the presidency

in the United States.

Candidates have two primary resources at their disposal: time and

money. With these resources they try to convince voters in an effort to win

the election. However, how to allocate these resources is not at all an obvious

decision. Running a television advertisement in one area, for example, may

preclude the candidate from advertising in another area. Devoting time to
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discussing a certain issue leaves less time to discuss other issues, and so on.

Furthermore, information is not complete. A candidate likely does not know

how effective her spending will be in convincing voters in any given area, so

there is also an element of resource devotion as a form of experimentation. This

effect is perhaps most pointedly witnessed in presidential elections, where the

Electoral College is used to determine a winner. Under this system, certain

states in the U.S. are almost completely ignored by the candidates, while

certain other states are visited on a daily, or even more frequent, basis.

With these facts in mind, we propose a game theoretic model of a politi-

cal campaign. The game is played in discrete time, and each period candidates

make a simultaneous allocation decision. The intermediate goal is to convince

voters, and the ultimate goal is to win the election itself. Candidates receive

utility payoff solely from winning the election, and may receive disutility from

expending their resources.

The road map for this chapter is as follows. In Section 3.1.1 we will

give a brief overview of the relevant literature. In Section 3.2 we will begin to

discuss the specific model employed in this chapter. Subsection 3.2.1 describes

our proposed general framework, and Subsection 3.2.2 describes the specific

implementation of this framework that we will use. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 contain

two main examples, which also yield our main results. In Section 3.5 we

propose some future research in this vein, and in Section 3.6 we discuss and

conclude.
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3.1.1 Related literature

There is a fairly large and established literature on the Electoral College

itself, and on competition in it. Brams and Davis (1974) proposed a modified

proportional rule for resource devotion, based on the number of electors a

state grants. Colantoni et al. (1975) argue that this result is more a function

of the competitiveness of states, rather than the size. These papers employ a

simplified Colonel Blotto game to model the Electoral College. Merolla et al.

(2005a) also argue that the Blotto game is often appropriate. We simplify

away from the complex equilibria of the Blotto game in order to focus on the

essential dynamic nature of a campaign.

Methodologically, this chapter has flavors of a few different literatures.

A paper which takes a somewhat similar approach to ours in this chapter is

Strumpf (2002). This paper examines competition in sequential elections, à la

presidential primaries. Therefore in this case, the campaign is modeled as a

war of attrition in which candidates decide, primary by primary, whether to

keep pursuing nomination, or quit.

This research is also related to the auction literature. A political cam-

paign is akin to an all-pay auction, in the sense that players are competing

for an indivisible prize (elected office) but all must pay resources in an effort

to win it. In fact, we have already explored this relationship in some depth

in Chapter 2. Again, the main references in this field are Hillman and Riley

(1989) and Baye et al. (1996). In addition, Amann and Leininger (1996) exam-

ine asymmetric all-pay auctions with incomplete information and two players.
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They prove the existence and uniqueness of Bayesian equilibrium for games of

that type.

Similar too are multi-armed bandit problems. As mentioned before, for

a candidate, resource devotion may be in aid of experimentation in a region

(e.g. polling, running ads and gauging the electorate’s response, etc.) or ex-

ploitation of a region (e.g. getting out the vote). Moreover, candidates may

be competing over payoffs from the bandit, as in Keller et al. (2005). They

find a (unique) symmetric Markov equilibrium of games of that type, and find

that free-riding yields an inefficiently low amount of experimentation.

And finally, related is the industrial organization literature on patent

races. In a patent race, firms compete to develop some technology beyond

some threshold. Similarly, in a political race candidates compete to convince

a majority of voters.

3.2 The model

3.2.1 General framework

A campaign at its core is an attempt to convince voters. Hence, we

propose the following framework in which to study campaigns. A campaign

is fixed in length with T discrete periods. The set of candidates is the finite

set C. The candidates compete in N <∞ regions simultaneously, and call the

set of these regions N. A region’s winner is the candidate who convinced the

most voters there over the course of the campaign. The winner of a region

i ∈ N receives Ei electoral votes. And finally, the winner of the elected office
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is the candidate who receives the most electoral votes.

The actual campaign is a sequence of T simultaneous allocation deci-

sions by the candidates. These allocations are made in an attempt to convince

voters. Specifically, an allocation by candidate j of r units of resource to

region i in period t convinces a random number of voters v drawn from the

distribution

Φj
i(v ∣ r, t) (3.1)

with supp(Φ) ⊆ [0,∞). This distribution may or may not be well-known by

the candidates at the outset. Also, assume there is an infinite number of

potential voters in each region, so that there are always more voters available

for convincing. Devoting resources diminishes a candidate’s store of resources,

and may in addition impose a utility cost ci(r, t). Candidates receive utility

payoff solely from winning elected office.

3.2.2 A useful implementation

The model’s inspiration is political competition in the Electoral College

in the United States. Under this system, presidential candidates compete

simultaneously in 51 “battlefields” (the 50 states plus the District of Columbia)

and each battlefield has a certain number of electoral votes which it grants

winner-take-all style to its majority popular vote winner.1 The candidate

granted the most total electoral votes wins.

1There are two minor exceptions, Maine and Nebraska, which employ partial proportional
awarding of electors. We will ignore this system.
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Now the model of this chapter. There are N (finite) regions in the

country, indexed by i, and T (finite) periods in the campaign, indexed by t.

There are two players (political candidates) A and B. At the beginning of each

period, each candidate chooses whether to visit a region, and which region to

visit. One can think of this as candidates being endowed with one indivisible,

nonstorable unit of resource each period, where that resource is the time for a

campaign visit. Visiting imposes a utility cost c ≥ 0, and not visiting is costless.

If candidate j visits region i, she has a pji probability of convincing exactly

one voter there, and 1 − pji chance of convincing no one. Candidates can only

convince voters in regions they visit. There is an infinite number of potential

voters in each region, simply so that there are always additional voters to be

convinced. They only vote if convinced, and once convinced stay convinced.

At the end of each period, candidates observe the choices and outcomes for

themselves and the other.

Let vjit be the number of voters convinced by candidate j in region i by

the end of period t. Suppose each region has one electoral vote to grant. At

the end of the campaign, candidate A receives electoral votes equal to

VA =
N

∑
i=1

[1(vAiT > vBiT ) +
1(vAiT = vBiT )

2
] (3.2)

and symmetrically for candidate B, where 1(⋅) is the indicator function. We

are assuming regions with a tied popular vote total divide their electoral votes

equally between the candidates.

Candidates are only interested in elected office, so A gets payoff UA
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normalized as follows:

UA =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 if VA > VB,

1/2 if VA = VB.

0 if VA < VB.

(3.3)

Again, symmetrically for candidate B.

This implementation will be used to construct the examples in the next

two sections.

3.3 A first example (N = 1, c > 0)

Suppose N = 1 and c > 0. The goal now is to characterize optimal

strategy. A strategy for a candidate is a mapping: Z×N×R++×[0,1]→∆{0,1}.

That is, a candidate considers the current vote difference between herself and

her opponent, the number of future periods remaining, the cost of visiting,

and the probability of convincing a voter if she does visit, and then decides

with what probability to visit. Candidates are expected utility maximizers,

and do not discount the future. The solution concept here is subgame perfect

equilibrium, which will be calculated through backward induction.

To begin, here are the expected payoffs in the final period of a tied

race. For now, we assume pA = pB = p ∈ (0,1), that is each candidate is equally

“strong” in the one region, and the probability is not trivially 0 or 1.

B
visit don’t

A visit 1
2 − c,

1
2 − c

1
2 +

p
2 − c,

1
2 −

p
2

don’t 1
2 −

p
2 ,

1
2 +

p
2 − c

1
2 ,

1
2
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If the cost of expending resources is sufficiently small (c < p/2) the

unique equilibrium of this stage game is for both players to expend resources

in this final period. Here are the expected payoffs in the final period of a race

where candidate A is winning by a vote.

B
visit don’t

A visit 1 − p
2 +

p2

2 − c, p2 −
p2

2 − c 1 − c,0
don’t 1 − p

2 ,
p
2 − c 1,0

Again, if c is sufficiently small both candidates will campaign. Specifically,

if c < p/2 − p2/2 then it is a dominant strategy for candidate B to visit. If,

in addition, c < p2/2 then candidate A will also visit. In all other situations,

that is when one candidate or the other is winning by strictly more than the

number of periods remaining, it is clearly optimal for neither player to expend

for the rest of the campaign. (Note, we are only considering when A is up by a

vote, but this is without loss of generality since the game is symmetric.) The

backward induction has this general flavor.

To present the optimal strategy, we graph decisions in (p, c) space,

holding the time period constant, and varying the vote margin. First, let’s

examine the final period, and then move backward. In Figure 3.1, “0” indicates

regions where it is optimal for a tied candidate to visit, “+1” for a candidate

who is up by a vote, and “-1” for a candidate who is down by a vote. The label

“mix” indicates a region where it is optimal for leading and trailing candidates

to mix, and therefore to visit with the following probabilities:

σ(+1) =
p − 2c

p2
(3.4)
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Figure 3.1: Equilibrium play in the final period (t = T ).

σ(−1) =
2c

p2
(3.5)

Again, candidates up or down by more than a vote need not ever visit.

Already, in this relatively simple example, we see some interesting fea-

tures that this model can deliver. For certain parameterizations of c and p,

there are cases where only a trailing candidate campaigns, and a leading candi-

date takes his chances sitting at home. There are cases where both campaign,

and cases where both campaign only some fraction of the time. Notably, it

is never the case that the leader always campaigns by himself, although this

may be the case ex post. Intuitively, a tied campaign is most likely to yield

campaigning; that is, candidates campaign when tied for the largest range of
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(p, c).

Taking the payoffs from the above equilibria into account, we move

backwards one period. In Figure 3.2 we present graphically optimal candidate

strategy for t = T − 1. For clarity, we present three graphs: one for each of

the three interesting vote margins in this period. For the tied case, “visit”

indicates it is optimal for both candidates to visit. For the cases of margins

of one and two, “T” indicates it is optimal for the trailing candidate to visit,

and “L” for the leading candidate to visit. (Also, note the altered range of c

in the graph for a margin of two.) The mixed strategy regions are explained

below. For space reasons (there are many cases to consider), we have omitted

the normal form games for t = T − 1. Rather, it is enough for our purposes to

just report the optimal strategies.

For tied campaigns, in the region “mix1” there are also three equilibria:

(visit, don’t), (don’t, visit), and both visiting with probability

σ(0) =
2cp − 2c − p2 + p

2cp2
. (3.6)

In the region “mix2” there are three equilibria: (visit, don’t), (don’t, visit),

and both visiting with probability

σ(0) =
2cp − 4c + p

2c(2p2 − p)
. (3.7)

For campaigns with a margin of one, in the region “mix” there is no

pure strategy equilibrium. Rather, leading and trailing candidates visit with
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Figure 3.2: Equilibrium play in the penultimate period (t = T − 1).
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the following probabilities:

σ(+1) =
2c + p2 − p

p2(2p − 2c − 1)
(3.8)

σ(−1) =
p2 − 2c

p2(2p − 2c − 1)
(3.9)

And lastly, for campaigns with a margin of two, in the region “mix”

again there is not a pure strategy equilibrium. Rather, leading and trailing

candidates visit with the following probabilities:

σ(+2) =
2c + 2cp − p2 + p3

p2(2c − p + p2)
(3.10)

σ(−2) =
−2c

p2(−2c − p + p2)
(3.11)

Notably, various stages of this campaign game embody quite different

types of games. A stage may be a prisoner’s dilemma, where candidates would

prefer both not to visit (it is Pareto dominant), but nonetheless it is a strictly

dominant strategy to do so. A stage may also be a coordination game; candi-

dates want to visit if the other stays home, and want to stay home if the other

visits. Finally, a stage may be a matching pennies type game, with no pure

strategy equilibrium. In fact, the most striking feature of this game, due to its

discrete nature, is the irregularity of the equilibria. For instance, in the final

period we saw that a leading candidate never campaigns alone, while in the

penultimate period a candidate leading by one or two may campaign alone,

for certain values of (p, c). Trailing candidates campaign alone in the final

period, but a candidate trailing by two never campaigns strictly alone in the

penultimate period, and so on.
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Thus far, we have completely characterized optimal play in a two-period

campaign of this type. It is straightforward (and tedious) enough to continue

backwards, carving the decision space into the optimal equilibrium strategies

in this fashion, for arbitrarily large T periods, that is for arbitrarily lengthy

campaigns. Thusly, one can obtain the optimal strategy for any candidate

facing any situation in this game. However, before moving on, we would like

to make some final, general, observations about this campaign game.

Proposition 4. Candidates who begin the campaign tied weakly prefer a shorter

campaign. However, candidates who begin the campaign with an inherent lead

in votes may actually prefer a longer campaign.

Proof. Let’s first consider the case of tied candidates. Suppose a campaign

has length 0. Each candidate is guaranteed a payoff of 1/2. Suppose the

campaign has length 1. Depending on the parameterization of (p, c), which

governs the candidates’ strategies, candidates will expect a payoff of either 1/2

or 1/2 − c. ∎

To further illustrate this I will present a simple numerical example.

Suppose p = 0.7 and c = 0.1. Let’s look at expected payoffs as a function of

T (the number of periods remaining), for vote margins of plus one, zero, and

minus one, which are plotted in Figure 3.3. Notice that the expected payoff

of having a lead of one vote actually increases with the number of periods

remaining. The intuition here is that a candidate who is losing is more likely

to wait until near the end of the campaign, and then launch a comeback effort.
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Figure 3.3: Expected payoffs as a function of T .

If the trailer starts campaigning too early, he will have to expend too many

resources in expectation. Therefore, the more time is left, the more likely it

becomes that a leading candidate can campaign alone, gaining a large enough

lead to deter the trailer from campaigning, thereby clinching the election.

Also, interestingly, the expected payoffs for the different vote margins

converge as T grows. As the number of periods remaining is enlarged, candi-

dates are generically less likely to visit in equilibrium, for fear of incurring too

much utility cost. Therefore, for a very long campaign, there is not a lot of

action at the beginning. This largely explains the convergence.

Proposition 5. It is never part of an equilibrium for a candidate to visit when

c > p/2, regardless of vote margin.
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Proof. We argue that a tied campaign in its final period is the most likely (that

is, for the largest subset of the parameter space) to yield active campaigning.

Candidates can always guarantee themselves a continuation value of at least

zero simply by quitting. Candidates campaigning before the final period run

the risk of failing to convince voters, and thereby incurring costs c with nothing

to show for it. Visiting while tied is most likely to gain a candidate the

critical vote which will win the election, and visiting in the final period is

least likely to prove too costly. Since, as seen in the normal form game above,

candidates do not campaign when c > p/2 in the final period of a tied campaign,

they will never campaign in any situation when c > p/2. Furthermore, we

would conjecture that the set of the (p, c) space for which candidates campaign

shrinks weakly in both periods remaining and the magnitude of vote margin.

∎

Proposition 6. For any candidate leading or trailing by at most the number

of periods remaining, there always exists c > 0 such that it is optimal for her

to visit for c < c, for any given p ∈ (0,1).

Proof. Take a candidate who is trailing by k votes with k periods remaining.

This candidate can always guarantee himself a continuation payoff of 0 simply

by stopping visiting for the remainder of the campaign. Alternatively, by

visiting, the worst situation he may be facing is that the leader is also always

visiting. His best outcome is that he succeeds in each of the k periods, and

that the leader fails in each, such that they are tied at the end and split the
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payoff of winning office. His expected payoff then is at least 1
2 ⋅ p

k(1− p)k − kc,

since if he fails or the leader succeeds he need not pay c in every remaining

period. It is clear that c can be made sufficiently small s.t. this number is

positive. An analogous argument can easily be made for candidates trailing

by fewer than k votes. A candidate who is not mathematically eliminated will

never give up, for some subset of the parameter space.

Take a candidate who is leading by k votes with k periods remaining.

We know from above that there is c sufficiently small s.t. a trailing candidate

will campaign against this candidate. For c’s in this range, she is guaranteed

an expected payoff of at least (1 − pk/2) simply by not visiting for the rest

of the campaign. However, visiting today gives expected payoff of at least

(1 − (1 − p)pk/2) − c. Again, it is easy to see that there is a positive c small

enough s.t. the second expression is larger than the first. The same argument

holds for candidates leading by fewer than k votes. Any candidate who has not

surely clinched victory will keep campaigning, for some subset of the parameter

space. ∎

3.4 A second example (N = 3, c = 0)

It seems evident that imposing an exogenous utility cost c is not a

perfect assumption to make. After all, this makes candidates’ decisions about

resource devotion occur at the extensive margin, where the decision is whether

or not to visit a region. In reality, typically candidates are constantly cam-

paigning, and the only decision they make is intensive: that is, where to visit,
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and not whether to visit. With that in mind, we now seek to endogenize the

cost within the campaign game, while setting c = 0. To achieve this, we con-

sider a primary example of a three-region country. Now, in lieu of the direct

cost of visiting a region, candidates face the opportunity cost of not visiting

one region in favor of another.

In addition, to describe richer strategic campaign behavior, we also

want to capture the varying reasons that candidates campaign in regions. One

can think of a number of different ways in which candidates seek to convince

voters. First, they may just aim to rally the voters they know are supportive, in

a get-out-the-vote effort. Second, they may clash with the opposing candidate

in a swing state or battleground, where the two candidates run fairly evenly.

And third, there may be some sense in which candidates experiment with a

relatively unknown electorate, by campaigning in that region and then gauging

the observed results.

Let N = {1,2,3}. Let pG > pN > pB be probabilities, for “good,” “neu-

tral,” and “bad.” Suppose that candidates know these values. Further sup-

pose, however, that candidates each have a good state, a neutral state, and a

bad state which carry the corresponding above probabilities of convincing a

voter, and that they do not know which is which. Finally, assume that if a

state is good for one it is bad for the other and vice versa, and if it is neutral

for one it is neutral for both.

Candidates have a prior which is that each of the possible arrangements

of states: {GNB, GBN, NGB, NBG, BGN, BNG}. Using Bayes’ rule, they are
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able to update their beliefs given the history (states visited and voters con-

vinced) which they observe. For instance, the probability of the arrangement

being {GNB} given history H = (x, y) is as follows. (Here, x indicates visits

made and y indicates voters convinced.)

P ({GNB} ∣H) =
P (H ∣ {GNB})P ({GNB})

P (H)
(3.12)

Writing this out algebraically,

P ({GNB} ∣H) =

∏
(k,i)∈{(G,1),(N,2),(B,3)}

(
xAi
yAi

)p
yAi
k (1 − pk)

xAi −yAi (
xBi
yBi

)p
yBi
k (1 − pk)

xBi −yBi

∑∏(
xAi
yAi

)p
yAi
k (1 − pk)

xAi −yAi (
xBi
yBi

)p
yBi
k (1 − pk)

xBi −yBi

(3.13)

The denominator is the sum of the products of all six of the possible arrange-

ments:

{(G,1), (N,2), (B,3)}, {(G,1), (N,3), (B,2)}, {(G,2), (N,1), (B,3)}, etc.

A candidate’s strategy is now a mapping: Z3×N×[0,1]3 →∆{0,1,2,3}.

That is, a candidate considers the vote margin in the three states, how many

periods are left, and the probabilities of successful convincing in each state,

which he forms optimally according to Bayes’ rule, and then he choose with

what probability to visit which state (“0” in the set indicates not visiting any

state). Since visits and outcomes are publicly observed, candidates will hold

the same beliefs at any given time.

Given these beliefs, one can construct normal form games just as in

the first example, and again can employ backward induction to solve for the
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subgame perfect equilibria. Using this general recipe, campaign games can

be solved for various types of uncertainty, numbers of states, and lengths of

campaign.

3.5 Future work

The logical extension of this model is to take it to actual campaign

and election data, and see how it performs. Information on presidential

candidates’ visits to states is widely available, as is data on advertisement

purchases. For instance, the University of Wisconsin Advertising Project

(http://wiscadproject.wisc.edu/) has a rich databank covering political

advertisements in presidential, gubernatorial, and congressional campaigns in

recent years.

To look at the Electoral College specifically, we would implement the

model with N = 51, and c = 0, and examine campaign visits specifically. This

eliminates questions beyond the scope of the model—for instance, candidates’

differing stocks of resources or fundraising capabilities—since each candidate

is naturally endowed with essentially the same amount of time during the

campaign. It is a straightforward extension to adjust the number of elec-

toral votes each state grants. There are a few possible ways to calibrate the

probabilities—the pji ’s. One would be that candidates are unsure how a state

will act, but think it would act as it did in one of the three previous elections,

for instance. Or, perhaps, candidates think it will behave like one of the large

number of opinion polls published each week.
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As we saw even for N = 1 and T small, solving this game for N = 51

and T large would be analytically difficult. However, it can be done computa-

tionally through simulation relatively easily, since we are employing backward

induction. One of the most pronounced patterns observed in the Electoral

College is an extreme sharpening of candidates’ campaign focus as the elec-

tion nears. Candidates tend to visit only a handful of states over and over, and

completely ignore the others. The states that are given the attention, whether

through visits or television advertising, are not necessarily the most populous

(California, Texas, New York, and Illinois are all but ignored in recent elec-

tions), but rather those that are expected to have the narrowest vote margins

(Colorado, Nevada, Iowa, Ohio, Virginia, and Florida, in 2012).

3.6 Discussion

In this chapter we have proposed a general, flexible framework in which

to consider electioneering, and have examined optimal political campaign strat-

egy within a specific implementation of this framework. We have solved a two-

period, one-region campaign with exogenous costs, and described the method

for solving a lengthier campaign with endogenous (opportunity) costs. We have

also made some general observations about the one-period campaign model.

For instance, a candidate with an inherent lead may prefer a lengthy campaign,

while candidates who begin the race tied prefer shorter campaigns. Also, gener-

ically, candidates are less inclined to campaign when the election is far in the

future, and more inclined as it draws near. We have seen that this model is
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also robust to introducing uncertainty regarding a region’s supportiveness for

a candidate (p, in the model).

Winning an election requires convincing a preponderance of voters to

one’s side, however candidates do not always aim simply to maximize the

number of convinced voters. In elections, such as the U.S. presidential election,

with a number of discrete regions granting electoral votes, candidates may

ignore regions where they have sufficient support already, or regions where

their opponent does, and focus instead only on the regions where the race is

tight. In fact, in the U.S. it is quite possible to win the presidency without

a majority of the nation’s voters. It is with these fact in mind that we have

laid out the model, in hopes of better understanding such campaigns, and the

strategies employed therein.
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Appendix A

More on Judicial Retention Elections

A.1 The retention election states

In this section we provide a brief overview of the U.S. states that employ

the merit system and/or retention elections. Figure A.1 is a map of the states

currently using retention elections. Table A.1 is a list of these states, along

with the year they adopted the Missouri Plan, if applicable, and some further

state-specific details. For more information on the adoption of the Missouri

Plan across the country, see Puro et al. (1985).

Figure A.1: States using retention elections (dark grey for appellate and trial
courts, light grey for appellate courts only)
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Table A.1: Retention election states

Year Missouri
State Plan adopted Trial/Appellate
Alaska 1959 Both
Arizona 1974 Appellate
Californiaa — Appellate
Colorado 1966 Both
Florida 1972 Appellate
Illinoisb,c — Both
Indiana 1968 Appellate
Iowa 1962 Both
Kansas 1958 Both
Marylandd 1976 Appellate
Missouri 1940 Both
Nebraska 1962 Both
New Mexicoc — Both
Oklahoma 1967 Appellate
Pennsylvaniac — Both
South Dakota — Appellate
Tennessee 1971 Appellate
Utahd 1967 Both
Wyoming 1972 Both
a Direct gubernatorial initial appointment
b 60% supermajority required for retention
c Partisan election for initial appointment, retention

after
d Legislative consent required for initial appointment
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A.2 Mathematical appendix

The incumbent judge rejection regions are given by

D(π) =

⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

(p, q) ∶ q < 1 −

¿
Á
ÁÀ −25 − 347π

3720(π − 1)
+
π(1/2 − p)2

π − 1
, q > 0, q < 1, p > 0, p < 1

⎫⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎭

and

E(π) =

⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

(p, q) ∶ q >
−4 + 4π +

√
4 + π (−11 + 16p − 16p2) + π2 (7 − 16p + 16p2)

4(−1 + π)
,

q > 0, q < 1, p > 0, p < 1/2

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
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Appendix B

A Note on Political Position Data

The data presented in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 are, or are derived from,

DW-NOMINATE scores, described in detail in Poole (2005), viz. pp. 103–127.

This is an acronym for “dynamic, weighted nominal three-step estimation.”

More information regarding data of this type, as well as R packages used to

calculate them from roll call votes, can be found at http://voteview.com.

And for information on using this data to examine one Congress at a time, see

Nokken and Poole (2004) on party-switchers.

This method transforms actual roll call votes into a two-dimensional

score. The first dimension is interpretable as a position on the modern left-

right political spectrum. The second dimension, not used at all in Chapter

2, captures positions on historical political conflicts, such as that between

the North and South before the Civil War, and over civil rights for African

Americans from the late 1930s to mid-1970s. Poole and others argue that this

second dimension no longer matters after 1980.

In the political science and political economy literature, a handful of

other methods have also been used to quantify legislators’ political positions.

For a more thorough overview of the use of this type of data, and some po-
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tential issues with NOMINATE, see, e.g., the introduction to Clinton et al.

(2004). For an early survey, see Davis et al. (1970).
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